


The 1 Road to the Peak' Goes Thro' Sheffield 

Outdoor People now have easier 
and quicker access to the Peak 
District, from the East and South 
by using the M1 . Motorway. 

Whether you are travelling from 
Leeds, Nottingham or London, 

be sure to look us up when 
passing through Sheffield. 
Ask to see our full range of 
equipment for the Rock Climber, 
Mountaineer, Walker and Skier. 
We are always pleased to give 

bryan-g-stokes 

advice on local areas and Stanage 
Edge is only 20 mins away. 
Send now for our fully illustrated 
60 page Catalogue the complete 
guide to all your equipment and 
Climbing gear. 

2 High Court 
High Street Sheffield 
Telephone Sheffield 27525 



on your back ... 
but way out in f root 

The Joe Brown Extend able 

That this sac will set trends even in the 
Western European climbing countries 
we have no doubt. It contains some of 
the f irst new thoughts in design for a 
decade. 

We make no apologies for describing 
the features in full detail. 

1 . The "Extendable" makes use of a 
carefully thought out combination 
of traditional proofed cotton duck 
and proofed nylon. This ensures 
that you get the benefit of the 
lightness, and non-water absorbing 
properties of the nylon and the 
toughness and durability of the 
cotton duck. 

2. An entirely new buckle, designed 
for use with lightweight nylon has 
been used exclusively. As can be 
seen from the small illustration, this 
can be done and undone even 
when using overgloves - no more 
struggling with teeth and frozen 
fingers to get inside your sac! 

3. The side pockets are made from 
4oz. p.u . coated nylon and are 
easily removable for when 
climbing . Ski's can be slotted 
behind and a securing strap is fitted 
just above, this however, is not 

shown on the illustration. The 
pockets are sold as a separate item 
to the sac. 

4. The shoulder straps are in 2¼" wide 
tubular nylon, foam filled. Because 
the new simplex buckle is used 
you are able to tighten and release 
them whilst the sac is on your 
shoulders. 

5. The large rectangular flap has both 
an outer and an inner pocket. The 
outer surface is in 4oz. nylon and 
inner in 2oz. The unique feature, 
however, is that the sides are 
elasticated ! Strange, you may say, 
but nonetheless this flap auto 
matically shapes itself to the 
contour of the load and keeps out 
the rain really well. 

6. When you buy your Joe Brown 
" Extendable" it will be complete 
with two frame strips fitted into a 
canvas pocket inside the sac. You 
may use it either with or without 
these, but the real comfort comes 
when you buy a Karri mat * and fit it 
into the sac, rolling the surplus up 
and securing with the nylon strap. 
You now have a sac suitable for 
heavy expedition gear, ski touring 
or alpine climbing. 

* Send for our free catalogue explaining this feature and many other new lines. 

Specifications: 

Weight 
Plus Karrimat 
Plus Pockets 

Size 

2½1b. 
7 oz. 
4oz. = 31b. 3oz. 

complete 
22" height, and 36 " 

when extended 

karrirnor 
Weathertite Products 

Bell St . Haslingden, 

Width 

Depth 

Pockets 

Limited . 

13" 

6½" back to front 

9½" long, 6¾" wide, 
depth back to front 5" 

Lanes. England. 
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INTHE 
HIGHLANDS 
But Scot Mountain Boots 
are designed to withstand 
the toughest forces the 
mountains and crags can 
muster. What defences! 
Top quality leather, 
impregnable to screes and 
bogs, yet moulding 
sympathetically to the foot 
it protects. Triple ranks of 
stitching, D rings, and 
hooks, over a bellows 
tongue, all built solidly on 
two tough leather middle 
soles based with thick 
black vibram. 

SCOT 
MOUNTAIN 
BOOTS 
Send £7 19 6. plus 4s 6d 
postage. Include normal 
shoe size. 

PION I ER 
FOR 

KERN MANTLE 
ROPES 

For 66-page booklett .,A Guide to Mountaineering Ropes" contact: 
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EDITORIAL 

One of the tasks of an editor in launching a new magazine 
is to give the readership a clear idea of future policy. Many 
people have failed to understand why we decided to end 
the life of 'Mountain Craft' after 20 years and 81 issues. 
Why, it was asked, change a proved and popular product? 
The Mountaineering Association has now merged 
with the Youth Hostel Association. Mountain, the 
successor to 'Mountain Craft', will be published and 
sponsored by the Youth Hostel Association while maintaining 
complete editorial freedom. 
The attitudes and techniques of the climbing world have 
been revolutionized in recent years. Climbing magazines 
must change too if they are to reflect the sport accurately. 
In many ways 'Mountain Craft' had lost touch with the 
modern climbing world and no longer represented the 
mainstream of the sport. Rather than make marginal 
improvements, it was decided that it would be better to 
start a completely new magazine. 
Talking glibly about the mainstream of the sport suggests 
that we are going to concentrate completely on the 
activities of a small elite. To do so would mean excluding 
the more modest climber who enjoys a less rigorous form 
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of mountaineering than the Hastons and Boningtons of 
this world. This is not our aim. We will continue to cater 
for his interests, and run regular features on well-known hill 
walks and classic rock climbs. Space will also be devoted 
to publishing landscape photographs in an attempt to 
capture in a more meaningful! way the subtle pleasures of 
the British hills which all climbers enjoy. 
But the modest end of the sport will not monopolise the 
magazine. Our main task is to capture within our pages the 
great achievements of mountaineering. It is significant 
that climbs like the Eiger Direct and Hoy received very scant 
treatment in climbing publications, while the national 
press and television devoted considerable attention to them. 
The interest shown in these climbs by the mass media 
is not their greatest recommendation, but who would now 
challenge that the Eiger climb was perhaps the outstanding 
event in recent climbing history. 
Mountain does not intend to neglect this type of event in 
the future. It is our belief that anyone interested in 
mountaineering, be it scrambling or hard rock climbing, 
will be interested in reading about the frontiers of the sport, 
however difficult, and however remote. 
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Information 

The Alps - '68 Season 
Despite continuous bad 
weather in the Alps several 
good climbs were 
accomplished by British and 
Continental climbers. 

Perhaps the most important 
first ascents were two new 
lines up the north face of 
the Eiger. Both routes were 
climbed at the end of July. 
The North Pillar follows the 
edge of the Eigerwand, just 
right of the Lauper route. 
It was climbed by Austrians 
Rheinhold and Gunther 
Messner, with two Germans, 
Maschke and Hiebeler. At 
the same time a Polish party, 
comprising Cielecki, 
Lankytys, Szarfershi and 
Zyzak, completed the second 
route. This starts up the 
Eigerwand and crosses the 
Pillar at half height to 
join the Lauper route. 

Polish mountaineers led by 
R. Zawadzki climbed 
another important new 
route in the Dolomites: the 
North Face direct on 
Mount Agner. This huge 
wall, the biggest in the 
Dolomites, already has two 
routes. The traditional 
North Face, Zanutti route 
has a 5,000ft. chimney 
line. Its first British 
ascent, following five 
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The North Face of the Eiger. 
(a) The Lauper route 
(b) The North Pillar 

(approx. line) 
(c) The Polish route 

(approx. line) 
(d) The Harlin route 
(e) The Eigerwand 

previous failures, took 
place this year. The main 
difficulties are the length of 
the climb, and its wetness 
in bad weather, but Leeds 
climbers Mike Mortimer and 
Ron Lake managed to 
complete the route with 
only one bivouac. The 
adjoining North arete route, 
a considerably harder 
climb, still awaits a British 
ascent. 

Elsewhere in the Dolomites, 
Cliff Phillips soloed the 
Guides route on the Brenta 
in three hours, Paul 
Braithwaite and Bob 
Junkinson climbed the 
Cassin-Ratti route on the 
Torre Trieste, and Mortimer 
and Lake added the East 
Face of Sass Maor to their 
season's quota. Most of 
the big routes on the Tre 
Cime and the Catinaccio 
had British ascents, but the 
walls of Monte Civetta 
were out of condition for 
much of the season and 
little was accomplished. 

In the Bregaglia, the 
Kosterlitz-lsherwood route 
on the Piz Badile was the 
highlight of the year, but 
two other first ascents, the 
South East face of the 
Punta Baroni and another 
on Piz Zocca in the Eastern 
Bregaglia, were completed 
by Nigel and Janet Rogers 
with Ian Roper and Kim 
Meldrum. The latter climbs, 
although less serious than 
the route on the Badile, 
were nevertheless useful 
contributions to an area that 
deserves greater popularity 
among British climbers. 

In the Wetterstein, Paul Nunn 
and Chris Woodall completed 
the first British ascent of the 
Gonda groove on the 
Oberreintaldom. A very 
difficult climb which has a big 
reputation in the Eastern Alps 
(see following news item). 

Very little of importance 
was accomplished in the 
Pennine Alps. Bad weather 
frustrated the ambitions 
of several Matterhorn North 
face parties, and the only 
big ice route to receive 
British ascents was the 
North face of the Lenzspitze. 

At Chamonix, climbing 
continued despite the 
erratic weather. The 
Bonatti Pillar of the Dru 
received a concerted attack 
and had six ascents by home 
teams. Above Courmayeur, 
on one of the satellites of the 
Aiguille Noire, Joe Brown 
and Pete Crew discovered a 
new rock climb of about 
4,000ft. Macinnes and Patey 
also found new routes on 
the Aig. Rouge de Rochefort 
and Mont de Rochefort. 
These climbs were all day 
outings, possible when 
the big routes are out of 
condition . 

Paul Braithwaite's very 
successful two month season 
deserves mention. His 
tally of 14 big routes 
included the Bonatti Pillar, 
the Walker Spur on the 
Grandes Jorasses, the 
Gervasutti Pillar on Mt. Blanc 
du Tacul, the Red Sentinel 
on the Brenva Face, and 
the route on the Torre Trieste. 
To this, Braithwaite added a 

remarkably successful 
season of rock climbing on 
British crags. 
Of several big routes around 
Chamonix still awaiting 
a British ascent, the 
Eckpfeiler Buttress of Mont 
Blanc and the North Face 
direct of the Droites stand 
out as the hardest. It will 
be interesting to see whether 
they remain inviolate in 1969 
with two British climbers at 
the Ecole Nationale de Ski et 
d'Alpinisme and many other 
ambitious climbers operating 
from Chamonix 
Correspondents: 
Nunn, Mortimer, Braithwaite, 
Rogers, Scott, Crew. 

German-British Climbing 
Tour August 1968 
The German Alpine 
Climbing Club invited the 
British Mountaineering 
Council to nominate two 
climbers to take part in a 
joint climbing trip to 
Bavaria. Chris Woodall 
and Paul Nunn climbed for 
two weeks with Uli Stocki 
and Christian Bartoshceck 
near Berchtesgaden and 
in the Wetterstein. Despite 
the bad weather prevalent 
in many parts of the Alps 
this year some interesting 
climbing was possible, 
including routes on the 
mountains above the 
Blaueis hut, on Untersberg, 
and near the fabulous 
Oberreintalhut in the 
Wetterstein. The expense 
of the period in Bavaria 
was generously met by the 
German Alpine Club, while 
the B.M.C., in conjunction 
with the British Council, 
paid for travel. It is hoped 
that a return trip will be 
possible in the future. 

Meanwhile the president 
of the German Alpine Club 
expressed the hope that 
it will be possible for 
British climbers to take 
part in the regular meetings 
organized for young 
climbers with the 
co-operation of many 
Alpine Clubs. It appears 
that these have been held 
for more than ten years 
without any British 
participation . 
Correspondent: Nunn 



Vaux Mountain Trial 
18th August 1968 
It was third time lucky for 
Chris Fitt, 27 -year -old 
motorway engineer of 
Kendal, when he won the 
Seventeenth Annual 
Mountain Trial in a time of 
4 hours 22 minutes 33 
seconds. Fitt came second 
last year and in 1966, but 
earlier this year he won 
the Chevy Chase on May 12 ; 
Fairfield Horsehoe Race 
on June 1 ; and the Skiddaw 
Race on July 7, and has 
thus had an exceptional 
running year. 

The event, the most 
strenuous of its kind in the 
British athletics calendar, 
was staged in the central 
Lake District mountains by 
the Lake District Mountain 
Trial Association, and 
sponsored by Vaux and 
Associated Breweries Ltd . 
of Sunderland . The race 
started and finished at 
the Old Dungeon Ghyll Hotel 
in Great Langdale. 74 
competitors set off at 
one minute intervals on a 
course embracing some 
twenty miles of rough 
country and involving 
approximately 7,000 feet of 
ascent. The route was 
kept secret until the start, 
but went by way of rad io
controlled check points 
over Pike o' Blisco, Three 
Shire Stone, Wetherlam, 
Grey Friar, Castle How in 
the Duddon valley, Hard 
Knott Pass, Slight Side on 
Scafell , Crinkle Crags and 
Bowfell. 

The Trial was a severe test 
of route -finding ability 
and the safe traverse of 
difficult mountain country. 
Competitors had to contend 
with occasional heavy 
showers, but the tops were 
rarely covered by low cloud 
or mist. Your correspondent 
was one of the fifteen 
ret irements, but all those 
who finished the course 
within the permissible 
seven hours were awarded 
certificates of merit, whilst 
pewter tankards were 
presented to the three 
fastest individuals and to the 
fastest team. 

Second man home in a 
t ime of 4 hours 47 minutes 
13 seconds was Michael 
Davis, 35 -year-old Reading 
schoolmaster who won the 
Trial in 1967 and 1965. 
1966 winner Joss Naylor, 32, 
a farmer from Wasdale Head, 
came third in 4 hours 
58 minutes 13 seconds, 
whilst Alan Heaton of 
Accrington, holder of the 
Lakeland Fells record of 
60 peaks in 24 hours, 
came fourth in 4 hours 
58 minutes 57 seconds. 
Martin Hyman and Chris 
Brasher, former Olympic 
runners, came seventh and 
tenth respectively, and the 
team prize for the first three 
men home from any one 
club went to Pendle Forest 
Orienteers. 
Correspondent: Chris Wright 

The most impressive 
crag in Britain? 
Bigger than Clog or Gogarth, 
steeper and more impressive 
than Carn Dearg, twice the 
height of Cheddar, 
800ft of overhanging rock, 
solid and unclimbed. 
Name : Strone Ulladale. 
Location : Harris, Outer 
Hebrides. 

The huge south nose of 
Strone Ulladale is one of 
the biggest unclimbed 
problems in the British Isles. 
It will probably yield a 
climb comparable in 
difficulty to the big routes of 
the Dolomites, though here 
the rock is grey Lewisian 
gneiss (pronounced 'nice') . 

The cliff has succumbed to 
attacks at various points, but 
so far nobody has taken 
up the challenge of that 
gigantic buttress. One 
route, Inversion VS, climbed 
in 1965 by Jack Ball and 
Marshall Reeves, flanks the 
nose on the left - hand side. 
In June, 1968, Reeves and 
John Grieve managed to 
reach the bottom of a 
groove system on the right 
flank of the nose, but rain 
and fear forced a desperate 
retreat involving a series 
of hair-raising abseils. 
Correspondent: Grieve 

Strone Ulladale in Harris 1 Inversion 2 The unfinished 
route photo: from a colour slide. John Grieve 
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Information - continued 

Wilton Quarry. The climber is on the crux of Patience 
H. V.S . typical of the thin , fierce climbing of the quarry. 
photo: John Spencer 

G ritstone Development 
Gritstone climbing has 
gained new impetus with 
the systematic and rapid 
exploration of some of the 
big Lancashire quarries. 
Two of the most important 
are Wilton quarries, near 
Bolton, and Hoghton 
quarry, near Preston. They 
have been developed by a 
group of talented young 
Lancashire climbers who 
are clearly destined for 
greater things in the 
not-too-distant future. 

The early work at Wilton 
was done by Ray Evans, 
already well known in 
Wales for his first ascents of 
very difficult last problems 
on popular cliffs. Perhaps 
the most important figure of 
the new wave, however, 
is Hank Pasquill. Pasquill 
has several noteworthy 
ascents to his credit, his 
hardest route at Wilton being 
Loopy, an exceptionally 
difficult crack climb. Other 
climbers involved in 
development here include 
Les Ainsworth, the co-editor 
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of Rocksport ; Ian Lonsdale, 
who has revised the Wilton 
guide-book; and John 
Spencer, who has become a 
sort of travelling public 
relations officer for the crags. 

The history of Hoghton has 
followed a similar course 
to that of Millstone Edge in 
Derbyshire. The impressive 
corners and overhangs 
were originally pegged or 
wedged, but many of the 
lines are now being climbed 
free. Perhaps one of the 
best is Mandarin 130ft XS. 
This was originally A3, 
but was climbed free in 1967 
by John Hammer. It is a 
spectacular line, meriting the 
attention of any visiting 
party. 

Finally, it is worth noting 
that these quarries lie close 
to the M6, convenient when 
climbing in the Lake District 
is ruled out by bad 
weather. Guide-books are 
obtainable from Alpine 
Sports of Bolton. 
Correspondent: Spencer 

Summer in Yosemite 
The big walls of Yosemite, 
which offer the finest rock 
climbing in the world today, 
continue to draw numbers 
of British climbers to 
California . The projected 
attack on North America 
Wall by Ed Ward Drummond 
and Simon Brown failed 
to get off the ground. 
However, the Wall had its 
second ascent in late 
August by Hennick and 
Lauria . Their successful 
ascent of this route in five 
days was a magnificent 
achievement. The Wall 
was originally climbed by a 
party of four, two carrying 
food and equipment while 
two prepared the route. 
At the key section, a huge 
overhang, the leader was 
suspended from a rope 
and then swung by his 
companions until his arc was 
such that he could reach 
another crack line. There 
was some doubt as to 
whether this could be 
accomplished by only two 
climbers. When it is also 
considered that th is section 
lies well over half-way up 
the route, and that a retreat 
down the wall would be 
extremely difficult, the 
seriousness of the second 
ascent becomes apparent. 

All the routes on El Capitan 
are rock climbs on a 
mammoth scale, and the 
techniques used are 
influencing climbing 
throughout the world. This 
year, Mick Burke and Rob 
Wood were the first British 
climbers to complete one 
of these routes. Burke had 
five attempts, with various 
partners, before he 
eventually teamed up 
with Wood to climb the 
El Capitan Nose in five days. 
This was originally climbed 
in 48 days by seige 
tactics, but techniques in 
Yosemite have improved so 
much that shorter ascents 
without fixed ropes are 
now standard . 

Although Drummond failed 
to get started on North 

America Wall, he did several 
fine climbs in the valley 
with other Americans. The 
most important of these 
were : North West face 
direct of the Apron 
(3rd ascent) , with Lloyd 
Price and Tom Gerritty ; 
and the technically difficult 
routes Lost Arrow Spire and 
Lost Arrow Chimney. 

Dave Saunders, a Leeds 
climber, ascended the 
Robbins original route on 
the Half Dorr.e. Important 
American ascents included : 
Muir Wall on El Capitan, 
soloed by Robbins in ten 
days ; the Salethe Wall 
and the Dihedral Wall , 
climbed within ten days by 
Jim Madsen with two 
differrnt partners. All three 
routes are bigger under
takings than the El Capitan 
Nose, being huge rock 
climbs containing free and 
artificial work of the highest 
standard. Jose Fonrouge, 
the top Argentinian climber, 
also made an ascent of 
the Nose. 

Correspondents: 
Burke, Boche, Drummond 

Mountain plans to devote a 
whole issue to Yosemite 
in the future. We will 
publish some of the finest 
landscape photographs 
ever taken, and outline the 
rapid development of 
this most important rock 
rock climbing area . Editor. 

Accident on El Capitan 
Jim Madsen, one of 
America's leading rock 
climbers was killed in August 
while rappelling on El 
Capitan. Madsen was 
descending from the summit 
to help a party overdue on 
the Dihedral Wall, when the 
accident occurred. Earlier 
this year Madsen made fast 
ascents of several of the 
biggest Yosemite climbs. 
There have been four deaths 
on the cliffs of Yosemite in 
recent years, all have been 
rappelling accidents. 

Correspondent: Boche 



Recent Climbs in Donegal 

Doug Scott, and various 
companions from the 
Nottingham Climbers' Club, 
recen1 ly made several 
visits to the west coast of 
Donegal. The climbers 
concentrated on Sail Rock 
(see photo above) , although 
their original intention 
had been to tackle Slieve 
League - perhaps the 
biggest sea cliff in Europe. 
They climbed three 
first-class routes ; 
Scott writes : 

Sail Rock is 3½ miles west 
of Carrick and 2½ miles 
south-east of Slieve League. 
It is reached by taking the 
new road to Slieve League 
and leaving it one mile 
before the car park. A 

vague track to a Martello 
Tower leads south towards 
the sea . Sail Rock lies a 
few yards south-east of the 
tower. The climber 
scrambles down the loose 
spur to a point 70ft above 
the sea, and traverses 
into the rock basin below 
the sail. There are three 
routes : 

Main Mast 230ft. HVS 
takes the obvious crack 
trending right to left in 
the centre of the wall. 

Hulk - 320ft. VS follows 
the right-hand side of 
the Sail. Rather 
vegetated at the top. 

Roaring Forty - 230ft. 
VS takes the left edge 
of the sail. 

Sail Rock photo: Doug Scott 

Trento Film Festival 1969 

The Mario Bello Trophy for 
mountaineering films was 
won this year by Rene 
Desmaison and Rene 
Vernadet with their fifty 
minute colour film of an 
ascent of the Central Pillar 
of Freney on Mont Blanc. 

To make a film on this 
difficult and remote climb is 
an outstanding achievement. 
Desmaison and Vernadet 
were accompanied by 
two other climbers. They 
split into two ropes and took 
shots mainly from the 
Col. de Peuterey and on the 
climb itself. 

The Pillar was first ascended 
in 1963 by Bonington, 
Whillans, Clough and 

Djuglosz, closely followed by 
a party of French climbers 
led by Desmaison. A few 
weeks previously five 
climbers had died in a 
desperate retreat from the 
Pillar in bad weather. 
Desmaison returned to 
complete the first winter 
ascent of the climb, 
and has now scored the 
notable success of filming it. 

The main British entry in the 
Festival was a twenty-minute 
film about climbing the 
Arrowhead Ridge on Great 
Gable. This was made by 
John Grieves and Miles 
Biggs. Another film shown 
concerned an ascent of the 
West Face of Sentinel 
Rock in Yosemite. 
Correspondent: Ned Kelly 
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Information - continued 

The Langdale 
Traffic Ban 
The Lake District Plann ing 
Board's proposed ban on 
traffic in the Langdale 
Valley has resulted in violent 
reaction from the residents. 
Led by Mr. Gurney, of the 
New Dungeon Ghyll Hotel, 
a local protest group has 
prepared a petition and 
submitted it to the planning 
board at Westmorland 
County Hall, Kendal. 
Climbers will probably meet 
the ban with mixed feelings. 
The unbearable crowds 
make some sort of control 
desirable, but there is little 
likelihood that the planning 
authority will discriminate 
between climbers and 
tourists. Indeed there is 
no reason why they 
should. The position of 
such clubs as the FRCC, 
who have huts in the 
valley and therefore stand 
to lose financially by the 
ban, remains to be seen. 
Correspondent: Roper 

Expedition Reports 1968 
This last year has seen 
tremendous activity by 
British climbers in many 
parts of the world . Due to 
space requirements a 
review such as this must be 
superficial, dealing only 
with major events of 
interest to the British climb
ing fraternity at large. 

SOUTH AMERICA 
Climbing and exploration in 
the Andes have again 
been at fever pitch . In Peru 
alone there were 25 
expeditions, representing 
many different countries. 
Events in Patagonia have 
already been well
documented (see last issue 
of Mountain Craft) . 
A selection of other 
expeditions, most of which 
included British climbers, is 
given below. 

(a) A nine-man party from 
Bangor Normal College, 
led by Alan Hunt, visited the 
Cordillera Plateriyayoc 
in Eastern Peru during July 
and August. The peaks 
of this massif are impres
sive, though not large by 
AndEJan standards. The area 
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is remote, and was first 
explored only five years ago 
by an Italian party led by 
F. Ratto. The Bangor party 
were its second visitors. 
They carried out a 
programme of surveying 
and climbing, which 
included the first ascent of 
Nevada Plateriyayoc. 

{b) Whillans' four-man 
expedition to the Cordillera 
Blanca failed to achieve 
its aim : the ascent of the 
incredible Huandoy Sur 
South Face. Initially, good 
progress was made, first 
by Whillans and MacEachran 
then by Bathgate and 
Robertson , working from a 
series of ice caves up a 
steep ramp. Where the 
line petered out, a difficult 
traverse had to be attempted 
under the constant and 
acute threat of avalanches. 
The ·ground was loose 
and friable and after several 
narrow escapes the climb 
was abandoned. 

Bathgate and Whillans 
rounded off the expedition 
by journeying home down 
the Amazon . They travelled 
by canoe for two days, then 
changed to a balsa-wood 
raft and floated at their 
leisure down to Belem. 

(c) A party of New 
Zealanders, led by D. Adcock, 
made an ascent of the 
South face of Yerupaja 
(21 ,769ft) , giant of the 
Cordillera Huayhuash. 
Among the party were 
Londoner Robin Brooks 
and his wife. Judy Brooks, 
as a member of the 
expedition's second group 
to reach the summit, 
became the first woman 
to climb Yerupaja . 

(d) An American expedition, 
which included the well 
known British climber Chris 
Jones, also made an ascent 
of Yerupaja by the difficult 
North East Face. The final 
5,000ft. of this route was 
climbed in 4 days without 
fixed ropes by Jones and 
Paul Dix. (see following 
news item) . 

(e) The Irish Andean 
expedition to the Cordillera 
Carabaya (Peru) , under 

Patrick O' Leary, had a 
successful season . Several 
first ascents were made. 

(f) It was in the Cordillera 
Vilcabamba (Peru) , 
however, that the season's 
most successful results 
were obtained. A New 
Zealand party climbed 
twenty peaks here, many of 
which were first ascents. In 
a season of particularly bad 
weather, this denotes 
extraordinary competence 
and skill. 

ASIA, HINDU KUSH, 
HIMALAYAS, ETC. 
For the first time in several 
years British parties were 
permitted to visit the 
Karakoram Range and the 
Wakhan Corridor, Hindu 
Kush. These two areas 
contain some of the finest 
mountains in the world . but 
have previously been closed 
to parties from Western 
countries for political 
reasons. 

(a) Ian Rowe's Scottish 
expedition to the Hindu 
Kush climbed Lunkho 
(22,350ft.) in the Wakhan 
Corridor, Eastern Hindu 
Kush . Permission to climb 
in this area came as a 
surprise. The party attacked 
the mountain from the 
North side. Rowe with Alan 
North, who was suffering 
from severe frostbite (he 
subsequently lost all the 
toes on his left foot) , 
reached the summit only to 
find they had been beaten 
to it. Two other parties, 
Austrian and Yugoslav, had 
also been allowed on the 
peak and had already 
climbed it from the West. 

The Scots also made the 
first ascent of Koh-i-Andaval 
(18,500ft.); the summit 
party consisted of Jim 
Tancred and Patrick Mellor. 

{b) In nearby Chitral a 
party including Mike 
Westmacott, the Secretary of 
the Alpine Club, and his 
wife Sally, reconnoitred the 
West peak of Lunkho 
(21 ,500ft.). The 
Westmacotts then polished 
off Wakhikah Rah 
(19,500ft.) close to the 
Afghan border. 

(c) The lnnominate 
Mountaineering group, led 
by W. Donaghue, visited 
Swat Kohistan and made the 
first ascent of Miangul Sar 
The peak had previously 
been attempted by the 
Italians under Pinelli. 
The British party made 
two separate routes: Brian 
Chase and Terry Goodfellow 
climbed the North-West 
Face and West Ridge, 
while Glyn Hughes and 
Jerry Lovatt climbed the 
West Ridge direct. 
Incidentally, some impres 
sive driving was done on 
this trip : only fifteen days 
each way, in a one-ton 
truck, from England to 
Islamabad. 

(d) The Manchester 
Karakoram Expedition, under 
John Allen, received per
mission for Malubiting West 
(24,451 ft.). This party also 
drove overland, approaching 
the mountain from the 
south side via Bunji/Sassli. 
The permission stipulated 
this approach, ruling out a 
possibly easier route from 
the north. The Party, which 
was delayed first by 
difficulties with porters 
and then by the weather, 
pushed slowly up the 
mountain. Camp Ill was 
established at 19,000ft. 
Whilst exploring the ground 
to Camp IV, Brian Ripley, 
one of the strongest of 
young northern mountain 
eers, was swept away by a 
huge avalanche rock and 
fell 2,500ft. This tragedy, 
and a number of subsequent 
misfortunes including the 
development of a case 
of polio, caused the attempt 
to be abandoned. Any 
future party would be well 
advised to request 
permission to use the 
northern approach. 

This was the only 'official ' 
party allowed into the 
Karakoram this year, but a 
three-man Austrian party, 
disguised as tourists, crept in 
and climbed the oft
attempted Minapin 
(23,839ft.). This brilliant 
achievement is, however, 
unlikely to make it easier for 
other parties to gain 
permission to visit the area . 



All other Himalayan ranges 
were closed to British 
expeditions this year, except 
Kulu/Kangra. In this range 
a notable ascent was that 
of Mukar Beh (19,91 Oft.) , 
previously reported in 
Mountain Craft. 

Next year the story could 
well be different, for, 
besides the heartening news 
about the Wakhan and 
Karakoram regions, Nepal 
is definitely to be re-opened 
to climbers, although on a 
strictly rationed basis. 

OTHER RANGES 
A plethora of first ascents, 
from the Drakensberg to 
the Rockies, makes full 
coverage impossible. 
One party which achieved 
several major climbs was the 
Manchester University 
Expedition to the Lofoten, 
South of Narvik, Arctic 
Norway. Climbs of Grade VI 
and of impressive scale 
were accomplished by 
several groups under the 
general leadership of Geoff 
Cram. Unfortunately these 
events were overshadowed 
by the tragic death . of 
brilliantly young climber 
Chris Mitchell, killed, like 
Ripley, by a falling boulder. 

It is difficult to know where 
to finish this review, and 
my apologies are due _to the 
many expeditions omitted. 
As a postscript, it is worth 
mentioning Graham Tiso's/ 
S.M.C. charter party to 
Greenland. Climbers were 
gathered and banded. 
together to overcome the 
initial travel difficulties, 
but, once in the field, 
they worked as individual 
parties. Quite an 
innovation, heralding future 
possibilities: "Charter party 
get ready for the Baltoro" ! ! 
Correspondent: Dennis Gray 

Yerupaja 
North East Face 
In July, Chris Jones and 
Paul Dix made the first 
ascent of the direct route 
on this face. Jones, an 
English climber who has_ 
been living in San Francisco 
for several years, was a 
member of a strong 
American expedition to the 
area . Having taken two 
weeks to penetrate an 
initial barrier of dangerous 
seracs, the climbers 
reached the summit after 
a four-day Alpine-style 
push. The 5,000ft. ascent 
from the seracs to the 
summit was mainly on 
steep ice, and was 
accomplished without 
fixed ropes or prepared 
camps. 

The ethics of this type of 
climb are being widely 
discussed in the States at 
present. Traditionalists 
favour fixed ropes and 
prepared camps on big 
mountains and faces. On 
the other hand, the young 
ambitious climbers, who 
originate mainly from the 
west coast, are trying to 
apply Alpine techniq~es. 
They argue that only in 

this way will mountain
eering progress be made. 
The Yerupaja climb is 
typical of the modern 
school, and several recent 
ascents in Canada and 
Alaska have followed the 
same pattern . 

Jones is at present in the 
Fitzroy area, with Americans 
Yvonne Choinnard and 
Lita-Tejada Flores, 
attempting a big, and so 
far secret, climb. 
Correspondent: Chris Jones 

Information - continued on 
page 30 

Send any news items, press releases, photographs, 

or other general information to MOUNTAIN, 102A 

Westbourne Grove W.2. 



British Climbing since the war 1945 59 
An analysis in list form of the best achievements of British climbers at 
home and abroad showing the gradual emergence from the doldrums 
of the forties, through the fifties when climbers were learning new 
techniques on home cliffs and applying them to the great climbs in the 

Wales 

1945- 7 

lntenaive ectivity by troops stationed at llanberis 
SUICIDE WALL IDWAL SLABS C. PRESTON 

AND PARTY 
A very advanced 1oute still one of the hardest in Wales. 

Advocate s Wall Devils Kitchen C. Preston 
and Party 

Sheaf Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Campbell and Co1C 

Central Route Llech Odu Dwyer and Morsley 
The (11st big route on a serious crag. 

SPECTRE CLOGWYN Y P. HARDING 
GROCHAN AND OTHERS 

IVY SEPULCHRE DINAS CROM LECH P. HARDING 
The f11st of Harding's fine series of hard llanberis routes. 

1948 

Kaisergebirge 
Wall 
Overlapping 
Wall 

Clogwyn y 
Grochan 

Carreg Wastad 

P. Harding 
and party 

M. Hughes 

This solo ascent ranks as one of the boldest leads ever accomplished 
in Wales. 

Suicide Groove ldwal Slabs Lawton and 
Haworth 

Another technically h.1rd route together with the Wall probably 
the haro·est in Britain .Jt the time. 

1949 

Phantom Rib 

Lion, 
Unicorn 

West Buttress 
Girdle 

1950 

Clogwyn y 
Grochan 

Carreg Wastad 

Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

G. Piggot 
and party 

Harding 
and others 

Harding and 
Dyk.e 

llanbeT1s Pass Guide by Peter Harding published. 

Carnedds Guide by Moulam published. 

1951 

Hangover Clogwyn y J. Brown 
Grochan and party 

The first big route by II climber who was to dominate Welsh climbing 
for a decade. 

Cemetery Gates Dinas Cromlech Brown and 
Whillans 

Wh1Uans, perh11ps Britain's most dedicated and accomplished 
mountaineer makes his first 11ppearance on a new route in Wales. 

DI GLYPH 

VEMBER 

CLOGWYN OUR 
AR DOU 
CLOGWYN OUR 
ARD OU 

THE BOULDER CLOGWYN OUR 
AR DOU 

J. BROWN 
AND OTHERS 
J. BROWN 
AND OTHERS 
J. BROWN 

The first three of Brown's fine series of routes on this crag. 
had a nation-wide inffvence. 

They 

Shadrach Tremadoc Mou/am and party 
The flfst imporrant route at Tremadoc. 

1952 

Black Cleft, 
Pinnacle Flake, 
Spillikin, Clogwyn dur 
Llithrig. Ard du 
Octo, 
The Corner 

Brown and other 
Rock and Ice members 

Bloody Slab Clogwyn dur J . Streetly 
Arddu 

A very advanced climb certainly the hardest slab in Wales at the 
ume. An ovtstanding achievement by a very inuperienced 
climber. 

CENOTAPH OINAS BROWN AND 
CORNEA CROMlECH BELSHAW 
Perhaps the most important Welsh climb of the fifties in its influence 
and stature in the climbing world. 

Mur y Niwl Craig Yr Ysfa Movlam and 
Churchill 

A fme climb showing the way for l11ter Camedds development 
m the si1Cties. 

Ogof Direct Cwm Silyn Movlam and 
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Lake District 

1947 

May Day Crack s 

Whits End 

limpet Grooves 

Slip Knot 

Med1,1u Wall 

Gargoyle Groove 

1948 

KIPLING 
GROOVE 

Castle Rock 

Gimmer Crag 

Side Pike 

White GhyU 

Esk Bullress 

Esk Buttress 

GIMMEA CRAG 

Birkett and 
Muscroft 

Dolphin and 
Ow er 
Dolphin and 

Birkett and 
Muscroft 

Dolphin and 
L.J. Gfllf1fl 

Dolphin and 
L. J. Griffin 

DOLPHIN AND 
LOCKWOOD 

Slab and Scafell Birkett and 
Groove Mvscrolt 
Two long, d1/ficult and serious climbs led with poor protection 
techni ues. 

Haste Not 

Buck stone 
Girdle 
leopard 's 
Crawl 

1949 

White Ghyll 

Buckstone How 

Dow Crag 

Birkett and 
Muscrolt 

Peascod ind 
Beck 

Birkett and 
Muscroft 

Harlot Face Castle Rock Birkett and 
Muscroft 

P1obably the most technically difficvlt climb in the lakes at the time. 

Perhaps Not White Ghyll Birkelt and 
Muscroft 

Do Not White Ghyll 

Girdle Trawerse Gimmer Crag 

Kneewrecker Raven Crag 
Chlmne 

Grooves Gimmer Crag 
Superdirect 

1950 

Migraine Hutaple Crag 

Dolphin ;md Bloor 

Dolphin and Cook 

Dolphin and Cook 

Dolphin and 
Bloor 

Gregory and 
Beckett 

East Wall Hutaple Crag Gregory and 
Climb Beckett 
Though not pa1ticularly d1fficvlt these climbs were to le11d to a 
wave of exploration throuqhovt the Eastern Fells. 

Girdle Pavey Ark Dolphin and 
Traverse Lockwood 

Fell and Rock publish 'Langdale Guide" by Dolphin, st1mu/11ting 
interest in that area, alter an intense period of e"plorat1on. 

1951 

Deer Bield Dolphin and 
Buttress A. Brown 
A very hard lead by the lake District's leading climber of the period. 

Ferrous 
Buttress ... 
Fool's 
Paradis• 

Rubicon Groove 

1952 

PEGASUS 

HELL'S 
GROOVE 

Iron Crag 

Shepherds Crag 

Gowder Crag 

Bowfell 

SCAFELL EAST 

SCAFELL EAST 

Dolphin and 
Hodgson 

Peascod and Blake 

Vaughan and 
Wildridge 

Dolphin and 
A. D. Brown 

DOLPHIN AND 
GREENWOOD. 
alternate leads 
DOLPHIN AND 
GREENWOOD, 
alternate leads 

Both routes in the modern idiom parallelling Brown·s early Cloggy 
routes in Wales . 

North Crag Castle Rock 
Eliminate 

Genesis Raven Crag, 
Thirlmere 

Trespasser Esk Buttress 
Groove 

Sword of Bowfell 
Damocles 

North Buttress Shepherds Crag 

Drasdo and 
Gray 

D1asdo and 
G1eenwood 

Dolphin and 
Hopkins 

Dolphin and 
Greenwood 

Greenwood and 
Whillans 

Alps. This was also the period when the Himalayas were undergoing 
a " golden era" of first ascents of the highest peaks, all by massive 
nationally organized expeditions. The list concentrates on revealing 
significant, or difficult ascents in each area. Climbs emphasized in 

Scotland 

1947 

SUMMER 

Gallows Buacha1lle Etive Cunningham 
Route and DingwiJII 
Technically far in advance of its time. Probably the hardest climb 
m Scotland up to 1955. 

1948 

WINTER 

Parallel Gully 

SUMMER 

June Crack 

Lochnagar 

Buachaille Etive 

C. Ross and 
Still 

Cunningham ;,nd 
W.Smith 

Guerdon Slime Wall, Cunningham and 
Grooves Buachaille Etive W. Smith 
The first route on Bvachi/le's most intimidating crag. 

1949 

WINTER 

Crowberry Buachaille Etive C. M. Smith 
Gully, Taunton and 
left Fork Robenson 
Probably the first really significant post war Glencoe ice chmb. 

Cambrid51e Creagan a Choire 
Route E1chachan 
Flfst route on a very fine crag. 

Original Route, lochnagar 
Shadow 
Buttress 

Parker and 
Young 

Booker and 
Morgan 

The first in a series of fine winter climbs by Booker. 

SUMMER 

Route 1 Black Spout Sutherhmd and 
Pinnacle, Booker 
lochnagar 

First route on the imposing front of this huge pinnacle. 

1950 

WINTER 
Giant' s Head 
Chimney 

Lochnagar Booker and 
Morgan 

Douglas-Gibson lochnagar P11tey and 
Gully Leslie 
A baptism of fire for one of Scotland's household names, 

SUMMER 

Minus 2 
Gully 

1951 

WINTER 

No. 6 (iully 

SUMMER 

Orion Face, 
Ben Nevis 

W. Face. 
Aonach Dubh 

Peascod and 
Dodson 

Mvnro and 
P. Smith 

Deep Gash Aonach Oubh Cunningham, 
Gully Rowney, Smith 
An interesting technical development. Part of the rovte climbed 
feet first . 

labyrinth Creag An Dubh Booker and 
Edge loch Leslie 
The first rovte on a monstrous belt of sliJbs. 

Crack of Dawn Sgurr 
Mhi in i h 

1952 

WINTER 

Clachaig Gully Glencoe 

Tough-Brown lochnagar 
Travers e 
The first big mi1Ced route in winter. 

Gargoyle 
Chimney 

The Stack 

Lochnagar 

lochnagar 

D//Con and Booker 

Macinnes and Hope 

Patey and Aitkin 

Tennant 11nd 
Booker 

Tennant, Leslie , 
Fallowfield 

The Scorpion Carn E1chachan Patey; G. Nicol 
and others 

The ftrst ma;o, winter route in the Loch Avon Basin. 

SUMMER 

Parallel Lochnagar Patey, Booker and 
Gully B si1C others 
A last great problem brainstormed. 

Sabre Edge Creag An Oubh Patey and 
loch Morrison 

The first route on the awesome centr,I gully wall. 

Bludger·s Route Slime Wall. Walsh. Mcinnes, 
Bauchaille Et1ve Lawfle 

Important Outcrops 

1945- 1947 

GRITSTONE 

Promontory 
Traverse 

Suicide Wall 

Birdlime 
Traverse 

GOLIATH'S 
GROOVE 

Valkyrie 

Black Rocks 

Cratcliffe 

Almscliff 

STANAGE 

Roches 

Guides to Black Rocks and Laddow. 

S.W. ENGLAND 

Genges Groove Sennen 
A hard and advanced route. 

1948 

GAITSTONE 

Brown's Froggatt 
Eliminate 

Valkyrie Froggatt 

Three Pebble Froggatt 
Slab 

Blue lights Whimbeny 
Crack 

Freddies Finale Whimberry 

White Slab Oovestones 

Pl-■ Shining Clough 

Beeline llkley 

1949 

GAITSTONE 

LEFT STANAGE 
UNCONQUERABLE 

RIGHT STANAGE 
UNCONQUERABLE 

Intensive development on Kinder Downfall. 

Saul's Crack Roches 

S .W. ENGLAND 

Central Groove Dewerstone 

1950 

GAITSTONE 

Brown's Crack Bamford 

The Needle Rivetin 

1951 

GRITSTONE 

left Eliminate Curbar 

RIGHT CUR BAR 
ELIMINATE 

Peapod Cu,bar 

DHd Bay Crack Curbar 

Valhalla Burbage 

H11rding and 
Mou/am 

Harding and 

A. Dolphin 

HARDING AND 
PARTY 

Harding and .,, 

T. Genge 

J. Brown and 
party 

J. Brown and 
W. White 

J. Brown and 
arty 

Brown. Sartell 
and White 

Brown, Sorrell 
and White 

Brown, Sorrell 
and White 

Birtwist/e and 
P1ggotr 

A . Dolphin 

PROBERT AND 
SHUTT 

BROWN AND 
SORRELL 

Brown and 

C. Simpson 

B1own and 

Brown and 
Souell 

BROWN AND 
SORRELL 

Brown and 
Sorrell 
Whifl11ns 11nd 

II 
Brown and 

Birch Tree Wall Brimham J . lees 

S .W. ENGLAND 

Diocese Chair ladder Ridges and 
Ldley 

The best of iJ seoes of routes on this crag by this Manchester 
University team. 

1952 

GRITSTONE 

GREAT SLAB FROGGATT J. BROWN AND 
PARTY 

The Sloth Roches Whdlans and 
Brown 

Unprintable Stanage Brown and 
Wh1/lans 

Gvide to Stanage Edge and other important gotstone outcrops 
published. 

LIMESTONE 

Sin 

The Thorn 

Stoney Middleton R. Moseley and 
party 

Beeston Tor J . Brown and 

"' 



capital letters are considered particularly important within the context 
of their section. Two columns of the main achievements of other 
nations are included to enable the student to gauge British 
performance against Continental standards. 
The second section 1959- 1968 with summaries by leading climbers 

Alps 
(British) 
1947 

Dent Bl•nche 

J . 8,rlord IHlled by fall m the Dauphme. 

J. H. Emlyn Jones 
with gu1dt: 

Jen/1.m!!i and Kretschmer fall from Old Brenva. 

Fmilnctilf reasons stop m•ny people from v1s1tmg the ,1./ps and 
~mploymo guides. 

1948 

Mt. Maudit E. Face McPhee ;,nd 
Otto1 (guide) 
1st Ascent 

A lpine Club holds instruction meetings for begmners. 
Bcmd1llrm one of the pupils. 

1949 

Grand•• H1rondelles Ridge Greenland and 
Jorasses M1ffwood with 

Toni Gobbi 
(guide) 

· Originally descended by G. W. Young and H. 0. Jones in 1911 . 

1950 

Aig . Purtscheller W Face 

Aig . de . Roe and Traverse 
Grepon 

PETIT DRU N. FACE 

Bouufillon and 
Nicol 
1st British ascent 

Bourrf,llon and 
Nicol 
1st Bfl(lsh ascent 

BOURDILLON AND 
NICOL 
1st BRITISH ASCENT 

This lost iJscenl made II c/e;ir that Bfl(lsh climbers were capable 
of ;it/emptmg the hardest climbs in /he Alps. 

1951 

Aig . Mummery 

Aig . 
d ' Argentiere 

Aig . du Fou 

Mt . Blanc 
Brenva Face 

Mt. Blanc 
Br•nva Face 

Cima Grande 

1952 

Dant du 
Cro codile 

Aig. du Peigne 

Mt . Blanc 
du Tacul 

Parrotspitze, 
Lyskamm, 
Castor 
and Pollux 

Mt. Blanc, 
Frenay Face 

S.W Face 

N. Face 

S.W. Ridge 

Via Perra 

Route Ma1or 

Comic, Route 

E. Ridge 

N Ridge 

Traverse 

Leh Hand 
Pillar, 
Gervasum 1ou1e 

McN<JUght Davis 
and Fri1ncis 
1st Brmsh ascen: 

Chorley and party 
1stBm,shascent 

Chorley and 
McNaught Davis 

Tilly, Carswell. 
Roch and Charleson 
4th Ascent 

Banks and Brookt4 

McNaught Davis 
11nd WIikinson 
1st B11I1sh Ascent 

Fisher and 
Streetly 
1st Bot1sh ascent 

McNaught Davis. 
Dolphin. Band 
and Ri1wlmson 
1st Bnt1sh ascent 

McNaught Davis 
and Fisher 
1st Br,t,sh ascent 

Ri1wlmson. 
Vmt!yand 
Westmacott 

Bi1nd and 
Chorley 

Teuay. Francis 
and Sutton 
3rd ascent 

A .CG. Formt!d with Bour(/11/on iJS prt!S1dent. 

Alps 
(Other Nationalities) 
1947 

Eig e r 

1949 

No11h Wall Tt:miy iJnd Lilchenal 
2nd Ascent 

Growing activity, many repeats of big routes. 

Bona/ti has a good season •nd cltmbs Walker Spur. 6th ascent. 
and W. Face of A1g. Noire, 3rd ascent. 

Mt. Blanc lnnominata Face Ghiglionc end 
Huber 

1950 

Sa n s Nom N. Face 

Aig . Blaitierc W. Face 
Later destroyed by an avalanche. 

Aig . Charmoz N.W. Rtdge 

Grandes 
J o ra sse s 

1951 

E.Face 

1st ascent of 2nd 
rome on the fi1ce. 

Allam and Schau 

Julien and 
Bastien 
2nd ascent 

GRAND E. FACE BONATTI ANO 
CAPUCIN GHIGO 
The hrst major artificial route m the Mt . Blanc massif and the llfst 
important nt!w route m the Western Alps by Bon,ml. the dominant 
f19ure m world climbing. 

1952 

PETIT DRU W. FACE MAGNONE. 
BERARD/NI. 
DAGORY AND 
LAINE 
1ST ASCENT, 8 DAYS 
IN TWO SECTIONS 

Perhaps the most s1gmlicant and influent/al climb of the decade. 
A n outstanding achIt!vement of technique. perseverance and route 
fmdmg , perhaps slightly mi1rrt!d by split/mg the routt!. 

Eiger North Wall 
Ei1rly ascent by three teams mcludmg Buhl. Rebuf!at, and Magnone 
narrowly esc,1ped disaster when ciJught ma storm. 

will appear in our next issue. This feature has been compiled from the 
records of the Alpine Club library with special assistance and· comments 
from Robin Cambell (Scotland) , Ian Roper (Lakes) , Paul Nunn and 
Dave Cook (Pennine Outcrops) and Peter Sivan (Cornwall) . 

All other ranges 
(British) 

1947 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Chomiomo 

Rak apos h l 

Noyce. Tilly, 
Whmleand 
Crosby 
2nd ;,sant 

Unsuccessful attempt by 1uped1t1on led by Tilman . 

ANDES 

Mt . Sa ja m a 
Bolivia 

PAMIRS 

Mustagh Ata 

Unsuccessh•I attempt. 

1950 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Tirich Mir 

Uja Tirich 

1951 

HIMALAY A S & KARAKORAM 

T. Rees and 
p arty 
3rd ascent 

Tilman and 
Shipton 

Tony Streather 
and Norwt!g,an 
party 

Scott. We11. 
Mackinnon. 
and Murray 

Everest Shipton. Hillary 
R1dd1ford, Ward. 
Bourd1llon. Murr;,y 

Reconnaissance ex.ped1t1on discovers /eas1ble route from .'fot1th west 

Tri sul 

1952 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

R. Gret!nwood and 
party 
3rd ascent 

Cho-Oyu N.l./BrillSh 
Trammg ex.ped111on for Everest fails to reach the s,Imm1t. 

All other ranges 
(Other Nationalities) 

1949 

Sierra Club start new gnJdmg system 

1950 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

ANNAPURNA CLIMBED BY 
FRENCH 
HERZOG AND 
LACHENAL 

The f1tst peak over 8 ,000m. to be climbed. Bad frostb1Ie for some 
of climbers. 

ANDES 

Y erupaja Climbed by Ameflcans 
Hatrer and Max.well 

1951 

HIMALAYA S & KARAKOR A M 

Nanda De vi 
Frt!nch atrempt to travt!rse the two peal<s ends m d1S.JSt~r. 
V1gnes and Duplat disappear 

ANDC':S 

Nevad o 
Alpa m ayo 
Climbed by Franco /Belgian t!x.ped1t1on. 

1952 

HIMALAYA S & KARAKORAM 

Evere st 
Two Swiss attempts come close to success. 

ANDES 

Haunstan 

Salc ontay 

Ttrray and 
Dutch party 

Climbt!d by 
two Swiss 

Numerous f11sI ascents by Gh1gltone ·s exped1t1on 

PATAGONIA 

FITZROY CLIMBED BY 
FRENCH 
TERRA Y AND 
MAGNONE 

A very serious and d1ff1cult climb accomplished after grHt risks 
hildbeen takt!n . 

11 



Wales 

1953 

East Gully Wall, 
Eas t Buttress 
Girdle, Gargoyle, Clogwyn dur 
Carpet Slab, Arddu 
East Gully 
Groo v e 

Brown. 
Whdlims and 
others 

M oss Groo ve Clogwyn dur R. Moseley 
Arddu and party 

The first ilppearance of another fine climber. 

Surplomb Clogwyn y Brown and 
Grochan Whillans 

Sickle Clogwyn y 
Grochan 

Eros ion Groove Carreg Wastad 

Brov✓n and 
Whillans 

Wh1ffans and 
party 

The Gro ove s Cyrn Las Brown and party 
Perhaps Brown's hardest cftmb ,n the early fifties. 
The end of three years of unprecedented development. 

1954 

Black W all 

left Edge 

Olympic Slab 

Craig Odu 

Clogwyn dur 
A1ddu 

Tremadoc 

Whillans and 
Brown 

R. Moseley 

J. Disley and 
party 

Another early development o.~n ~th~•~"~c~/Jf.~f•~· -----~ 

1955 

N"Gombo Clogwyn y 
Grochan 

Eros ion Groo ve Carreg Wastad 

Brown and 
Whillans 

Whi/lans and 
Direc t Brown 
An extremetv d1fflcult and bold lead, typtfymg Whillans routes 
ever where. 

Slanting Slab 

Woubit s 

Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Whillans. and 
Beus 

Whil/ans and 
Brown 

Sceptre C!ogwyn dur Whillans end 
Arddu Brown 

Standards of d1fficulty and serrousness advanced by these routes. 

Strapiombo Tremadoc 

Hel sinki Wall Tremadoc 

Whillans and 
Betts 

Long/and and 
Maden 

Hardmg·s Llanberis guide rep1inted w1~h appendix notes on 
Brown/ Whi/lans routes by Ron Moseley. Th is was to serve as the 
only guide for these routes for many year$, perhaps increasmg 
their reputation. 

1956 

The Thing 

CROMLECH 
GIRDLE 

Oinas Cromlech 

OINAS 
CROM LECH 

An outstanding last problem. 

Left Wall Dinas Cromlech 

Brown and 
Whiffans 

BROWN A ND 
WHILLANS 

R. Moseley and 
party 

Tauru s Clogwyn dur Whillans and 
Arddu Brown 

WHITE SLAB CLOGWYN DUR MOSELEY AND 
ARD DU SMITH 

Jlnother outstanding problem solved by Moseley in a race with 
Wh1llans. Overt compet1t1on becoming more common. 

Intensive developments at Tremadoc. C. T. Jones finds seven 

Stromboli Tremadoc H. Smith and 
H. Drasdo __ _ 

Pincushi o n Tremadoc D. Davies, M . Harris, 
R. R. E. Chorley 

A11d1c1a/ techniques f,rs/ used in a big wey in Wales by three 
well known Alpinists . 

Penamnen Carreg Alltrem Downes and 
Groove Per/y 
A route pointmg to the potential of outlying cliffs. 

Tryfan and Glyders guide published. 
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Lake District 

1953 

DOVE DALE 
GROOVE 

TRIERMAIN 
ELIMINATE 

DOVE CRAG 

CASTLE ROCK 

BROWN AND 
WHILLANS 
alternate leads 

BROWN AND 
WHILLANS , 
alternate leads 

Routes which still rank among the most difficult in the Lake District. 
Dovedale Groove rem,uned unrepeared tor nine ¥~'-"-'·---
Communist Raven Crag. Dolphin and 
Convert Thirlmere party 
Revealing the potential of this crag. 

The Pendulum Deer B1eld Crag R. Moseley and 
party 

Girdle Traverse Dee, Bield Crag 

1954 

Wh1lfans and 
Moseley 

Super Direct Black Crag, Ross ;md Oliver 
Borrowdale 

The fllst of a series of climbs by Ross which hfted Bo,rowdale 
chmbmg out of the doldrums. 

Tia Maria 

1955 

Thirlmere 
Eliminate 

Angel s 
Highway 

Trinity 

Conclusion 

Obituar y 
Grooves 

1956 

Delphinus 

Stickle 

Scafell East 

Castle Rock 

Castle Rock 

Scafell. East 
Buttress 

Shepherds Crag 

Black Crag. 
Borrowdate 

Raven Crag. 
Th1rlmere 

Pavey Ark 

Drasdo and Fmlay 

Ross and 
Greenwood. 
alternate leads 

Greenwood and 
Whitewe/1 

Wh11/ans and 
Sutherland 

Ross and 
Wh1tewell 

Greenwood and 
Ross 

Wh1/fans and 
Smith 

A ustin and 
Grooves Evans 
The debut of a c/tmbe, who was to dominate Lake District climbing 
'!fl.!!.!.2.p to the present~. 

Hedera Grooves. 
Funeral Way, 
Graviter, 
De ruptus and 
Illusion 

Development of 
Falcon Crag. 
Bo1rowdale 

Climbed by Ross 
with Lockey and 
Greenwood 

Post Mortem Eagle Crag Ross and Lockey 
A very diff1culr route which hed defeated Whillans. 

Raven 
Traverse 

Grendel 

Raven Crag, 
Thirlmere 

Scrubby Crag 

Greenwood and 
Whiflans 

Drasdo and Batty 

Scotland 

1953 

WINTER 

Polyphemu s Lochnagar 

~ 
Grass1ck and 
Bates 

Eagle Ridge Lochnagar Patey. Tennant 
and Booker 

Two of the f11st winter classics on Lochnagar 

Agags Groove Buachaille Etive 

Ravens Gully Buachaille Et1ve 

SUMMER 

Macinnes, Macphad 
Boning/on and 
party 

Macinnes and 
Boning/on 

Sticil Face Shelter Stone Crag. Tennent and 
Loch Avon Paley 

A start on the complex route finding problems set by this massive 
era . 

1954 

WINTER 

Backdoo r 
Route 

Ea st Wall 
Rou t e 

Lochnagar 

M itre Edge. 
Beinn a Bhuird 

Patey, W1H. 
McLeod and Thorne 

Petey and 
another 

Gargoyle Lochnagar Robin Smith and 
Direct Annand 
The first important route by the brilliant A berdeen climber who was 
to dominate Scottish climbing in subsequent years 

SUMMER 

SASSENACH CARN DEARG BROWN AND 
BUTTRESS WHILLANS 
BEN NEVIS 

A route of unrivelled seriousness for its time. A grievous blow for 
national pride. particularly so since Patey had previously by.passed 
the main difficulties. 

Sickle and 
Spartan Slab 

TriUeachan 
Slabs 

Eric Langmuir. 
M. o· Hara and 
party 

Perhaps the biggest discovery of the decade opening a completely 
new tvpe o f climbing. 

Vertigo Wall Creag an Dubh P;Jtey. Mcleod 
Loch and Will 

1955 

WINTER 

Central Pillar Creag Meaghaidh Patey ;,nd 
K. Smith 

The first of the modem classics on this era . 
SUMMER = = ~-----

Th e Culvert 

Relay Climb 

Zero Gully 

Po int Five 
Gully 

Boomerang 

Pendul:.im, 
White Wall 
Crack, 
Mainbrace 
Crack 

Garbh Choire 
Dhaidh 

Longbow Crag. 
Loch Avon 

Ben Nevis 

Ben Nevis 

Aonach Oubh 

Buachaille Etive 

Ann;,nd and R. Smith 

Paley and others 

W.Sm1th, 
McIntosh, Noon 

Noon and 
McIntosh 

Cunningham and 
Noon 

Various Creag 
Dubh climbers 

An extremely impressive serres of short routes. 

Pinnacle Creagan a Choire Paley and 
Face Etchachan Hay 

Fingal ' s Chimney Aonach Oubh J. Brown. L. Lovat 

1956 

WINTER 

Scabbard Stob Coire nan Laval, M°ersha!I 
Chimney Lochan A. H. Hendry 
Ma,shal/ makes his first significant winter contribution 

South Post Creag Meaghaidh Slesser and 

Eagle Buttres s Lochnagar 

Parallel 
Buttress 

Route 1 

SUMMER 

Lochnagar 

Black Spout 
Pinnacle 

another 

Booker and 
Tennant 

Patey. Booker 
and J. Smith 

J. Smith. Booker 

Revelation, Slime Wall, Walsh. Vigano 
Doom Aretc. Buachaille Etive and othe,s 
Bloody Crack , 
Girdle Traverse, 
Nightmare 
Traverse 
A magnificent series of climbs by Walsh. 

The Tali sman Creagan a Choire 
Etchachan 

Djibangi Creagan a Choire 
Etchachan 

The Link Black Spout 
Pinnacle 
Lochna ar 

Minus One Ben Nevis 

Booker and 
Grassick 

Hay, Wiseman 
and Will 

Booker and 
Grass1ck 

Downes, O"Hara. 
Buttress Oi,_e_ct ________ P,_"_"Y~•----
CENTURION CARN DEARG WHILLANS AND 

BUTTRESS. BEN DOWNES 
NEVIS 

Gave Whillans and Downes perhaps the Imes/ rock climb in 
Scotland and probably with Sassenach represented the greatest 
nationel d1saste1 smce Culloden. 

The Shield Carn Dearg Whtflans and 
Buttress, Ben Downes 
Nevis 

Whortleberry Rannoch Wall, 
Wall Buacha1Ue E11ve 
The hardest climb on the wall. 

Cunningham and 
W. Smith. 

Important Outcrops 

1953 

GRITSTONE 

ELDER CRACK CURBAR J. BROWN AND 

Guide to Kinder and Roches published. 

LIMESTONE 

Original Route High Tor Biven and Peck 
Prolonged rock and ice attempts on Kilnsey Mam O~erh~ 

S. W . ENGLAND 

Nameless Bosigran D. Kemp and 
N. Morin 

First big route on the main face of this important crag. 

1954 

GRITSTONE 

THE DANGLER STANAGE 

Congo Corner Stanage 

BROWN AND 
MOSELEY 

Biven and Peck 

Great activity in Yorkshire. Many new routes on Limestone by 
Sumner. Adcock. Moseley and Knox: on Grits/one by Auslm, 
Evans. and others from the Yorkshire Mountaineering Club. 

1955 

GRITSTONE 

Great Crack 

Moyers 
Buttress 

Froggan 

Gardoms 

Whi/1;,ns and 
arty 

Biven and Peck 

Exca libur Lawrencelield ~=~~ ~-~• =iven and Peck 
QUIETUS STANAGE 

Hatter' s Groove Brimham 

LIMESTONE 

Great Corner Willersley 

$.W. ENGLAND 

MERCAVITY AVON GORGE 

String of Pearls Bosigran 

Suicide W a ll Bosigran 

Raven Wall Bosigran 

~ery hard route. 

1956 

GRITSTONE 

Hanging Crack Oovestones 

Emerald Crack Chatsworth 

THE RASP HIGGAR TOR 

The Shelf Crookrise 

BROWN AND 
PARTY 

A ustin and Evans 

Perkins and 
Gran e 

BONINGTON AND 
PARTY 

Goodier and 
Deacon 

Biven and Peck 

Deacon and 
Goddier 

J. Brown and 
party 

J. Brown and 
party 

J. BROWN AND 
PARTY 

Austin 

Reprint of Stanage guide. Further developments on Gntstone. 

LIMESTONE 

The Stalk 

THE DIEDRE 

Face Route 

Larch Tree 
Crack 

S.W . ENGLAND 

M altravers 

Cheedale 

KILNSEY 

Go,dale 

Haw Bank 

Avon Gorge 

Malpracti ce Avon Gorge 

Ghost , Bosigran 
Phantom, 
Paragon , 
Thinwall Specia l 

H. Drasdo and 
party 

SUMNER AND 
ADCOCK 

Moseley and 
Smith 

Austin and 
party 

M. Ward and 
arty 

Bonmgton and 
party 

Biven with Peck 
and others 

Bishops Rib Chai, Ladder Deacon and Oakes 
G~-,.-,.~,~.-w-•- -~Ro-,-,m-,-,g-y---~.,-,.-n-and~ 
Chimney 



Alps 
(British) 
1953 

Grandes 
Jorasses 

Aig. d u 
Charm oz 

Punta 
Guglierm ina 

Ai g. Ve rte 

1 954 

Tronchey Arete 

N.W. Ridge 

Gervasutti route 

Sans Norn 
Arete 

Rawlinson. 
W,angham, R. 
Jones and Harris 
1st 8r,t1sh a~cent 

Blackshaw and pilrty 

Nicol and 
Wrangham 
1st British ascent 

Patey and Taylor 
1st British ascent 

PETIT DRU W. FACE BROWN AND 
WHILLANS 
3RD ASCENT, 
TWO DAYS 

Perhaps the most important British achievement of the decade 
in the Al s. 

AIG . DE W. FAC E BROWN AND 
BLAITIERE WHILLANS, 

1st ASCENT 
Original roure destroyed by rock ilVilhtnche. Route contilined very 
high technical d1ficu/ties ilnd confounded continental climbers 

Pain de Sucre N.E. Face Black.shaw and 
Cunnington 
2nd ascent 

Aig. de Bre nva Boccalane route 

1955 

AIG . NOIRE 

Cha rmoz 
Re publique 

Aig . du Pl a n 

AIG . OU 
TR IO LET 

W. FACE , 
RATTI, VITAU 
ROUTE 

Traverse 

N. Face 

N. FACE 

Early ascent ol a very hard ice route. 

Grand Ca pucin E. Face 

1956 

Zina l Rothorn E. Face, 

DOLOMITES 

Cima Su Alto 

Direc1 

N.W. Face, 
Direct 

M. Ha,ris and 
J. Neill 
1st B11~ish ascent 

BOURDILLON AND 
NICOL. 
1st BRITISH ASCENT 

Black.shaw and 
Langmuir 

Patey and 
Malcolm 
1st British ilScent 

BLACKSHAW AND 
DOWNES 

Bourd1llon and 
Nicol 
1st British ascent 

Nelson and Keen 
1st British ascent 

Whillans and 
Greenwood 9th ascent 

Bourdillon and Viney killed on £. Buttress of Jag1horn. 

Lecture to Alpine Club by Russian climbers reveals 11 totally different 
approach to Alpm1sm. 

Alps 
(Other Nationalities) 
1953 

Mt. Bla n c 

C im a Ovest 

1955 

Route Major 

N. Face 
Cassin, Ratti 
Route 

Ottoz and Gobbi 
1st winter ascent 

Bonatti and 
Mauri 
1st winter ascent 

PETIT DRU S.W. PILLAR W. BONATTI 
1ST ASCENT 

SOLO. FIVE DAYS.PROBABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT SINGLE 
CLIMBING FEAT EVER ACCOMPLISHED. 

Grand Ca pucin N. Face 

1956 

Aig . Noire N. Ridge 

Berardini and 
Paragot 
1st ascent 

Couzy and 
Desmaison 
1st ascent 

LES OROITES N. FACE CORNUAU AND 
DAVAILLE 
5 DAYS 

An excepttona/ly difficult 1oute. one of the ha1dest in the Alps. 

Petit Dru S.W. Pillar 2nd ascent 
Ten cllfflbers in three ropes. 

Mt. Blanc 
Winter 
Vincendon 11nd Henry die of exposu,e and frost bite on the northern 
slopes despite prolonged but l'!ltle attempts to rescue them by 
guides and the abortive use ol helicopters. Te,ray bre11ks with 
Chamonix Guides Association to continue rescue attempts. 
unsuccessfully. 

All other ranges 
(British) 

1953 

EVEREST HILLARY AND 
TENSING 

BRITISH/NEW ZEALAND PARTY LED BY JOHN HUNT, 
SUCCEEDS IN CLIMBING THE PEAK FROM THE WESTERN 
CWM. SUPERB LEADERSHIP, A WELL MATCHED TEAM OF 
CLIMBERS. WITH FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT PROVED TO BE 
THE · FORMULA FOR SUCCESS AFTER MANY PREVIOUS 
ATTEMPTS MAINLY FROM THE NORTH. 

Exploration of Yalung Valley to Kanchenjunga by Kempe. 

Creag Dhu Himalayan expedition . Very low budget /1/p to the 
Hima!ay11s. Macinnes and Cunningh.Jm succeed in climbing two 
20.000 ft peeks. 

19 54 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Ga nt ori 

Putha Hu nc hul i 

Baru ntse 

1955 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Tyson, Lamprey, 
Huggins 

Roberts and 
Ang Ny1ffla 

Anglo/N.l. pilrty 

KANGCHENJUNGA BROWN AND BAND, 
STREATHER AND 
HARDIE 

EXPEDITION LED BY CHARLES EVANS. AN OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT ON A VERY DIFFICULT MOUNTAIN. 

Various peaks m Gaurisankar region climbed by A. Gregory and 

"' 

1956 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

MUSTAGH 
TOWER 

M a cha puchare 

HARTOG, BROWN 
PATEY AND 
McNAUGHT DAVIS 

Noyce and Cox get within 100 ft . of summit. Chorley contracts 
polio 

ANDES 

Huargaruncho 

NEW ZEALAND 

Mt. Cook 

Mt. Rudolf 

Mt. Green 

Nazom1. 
N.W. Ridge 

W Wall 

S. Ridge 

M11clnnes and 
Dawe 
1st ascent 

Macinnes and 
Dawe 
lsr ascent 

Macinnes and 
Dawe 
1st ascent 

All other ranges 
(Other Nationalities) 
1953 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

NANGA 
PARBAT 
Cliff/bed by Austro/Ge,man expedition. Summit reached by H. Buhl, 
climbing solo, who b1vouaced on the descent. 

Nun Kun Climbed by French 

Dha ula giri 

ANDES 

Various first ascents by German parties. 

1954 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Cho Oyu 
M a kalu II 

K .2 

Dhaulagiri 

M a ka lu 

AND l: S 

ACONCAGUA S. FACE 

ALASKA 

Mt. Mc kinley S. Face 

1955 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

MAKALU 

Anna purna IV 

Ma s herbrum 

1956 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

M a naslu · 

Gas herbrum 11 

Ganesh Hima l 

LHOTSE 

Everest 

ANDES 

CHACRARAJU 

Attempted by Swiss 

Climbed by Swiss 
Climbed by French 
exped1r1on mcludmg 
Turay and Franco 

CLIMBED BY 
ITAL/ANS 
lACCEDElll 
AND COMPAGNONI 

Argcntiniiln ilttempt 

American atrempt 

FRENCH PARTY 
INCLUDING 
PARAGOT AND 
BERARD/NI 
1ST ASCENT 

Climbed by 
Ame11cans Th;,yer, 
Wood, V•ereck 
and Argus . 
1st ascent 

CLIMBED BY 
FRENCH 

Climbed by German 
party 

Attempted by 
N .l . party 

Climbed by Japanese 

Climbed by Austrians 

Climbed by French 

CLIMBED BY SWISS 

Two ascents by 
the Swiss 

CLIMBED BY A 
FRENCH PARTY 
INCLUDING TERRAY 
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The fifties were a period when British Alpinists were primarily involved in repeating the great pre-war 
climbs. The most important of these in the French Alps was the Walker Spur on the Grandes Jorasses 
(marked below) and despite several strong attempts it was not until 1959 that it was eventually climbed by 
British parties. 
Robin Smith and Gunn Clark were the first successful team, and they were followed one day later 
by Whillans, Street!y, Macinnes and Les Brown. 
The climb has now had scores of British ascents but it is nevertheless a serious proposition and 
still one of the hardest mixed climbs in the Alps. 
photo: Christian Bonington 

- -
~ .. 

"_;.;, -.,., ,, 
~-
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Perhaps one of the most important problems on Welsh rock to be solved in the fifties was the 
Girdle of Dinas Cromlech. This was in many ways the most fashionable cliff of the period as very few 
climbers felt confident enough to tackle the new routes on Cloggy preferring instead the short 
impressive problems of the Cromlech. 
Joe Brown and Don Whillans eventually teamed up in 1956 to tackle the Girdle. All previous attempts had 
been stopped on the extremely steep traverses of the left (photo) and right walls of Cenotaph Corner. 
Brown and Whillans solved the problem by using some precarious rope gymnastics which confounded 
the Welsh regulars. 
These days the route has many ascents every season. 
Photo: Leo Dickinson 
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Wales 

1!157 

T he M os~~s t Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Brown 

A lorg lead when second !111/ed to follow . 

November Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Further intensive Tremildoc development. 

Grim Wa ll 

Bovine 

1958 

Tremado c 

Clogwyn y 
Wenafl t 

Shrike Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Karwend el Wall Clogwyn y 
Grochan 

Mael strom Clogwyn y 
Bustach 

A very loose route. 

Barbarizn Trcmadoc 

Brown and 
Smith 

H. Smith and 

C. E. Dawes 
and party 

J . Brown and 
H. Smith 

H. Banr.er and 
party 

C. T Jones 
and Party 

C. T. Jones and 
party. 

Too much aid used, led t .J a debate on aid and ethics among leading 
Welsh cltmbtus. 

Grond Dinas Cromlech Whdlans 
A vicious problem. 

Cwm ldwal guide by Mouh1m published 

1959 

A very dry summer when many of the big routes were 1epeated by 
a group of young climbers who were to dominate the s1J(t1es. 

Ghecko Groove Clogwyn dur Banner and 

Troach 

Arddu party 

Clogwyn dur 
Arddu 

Banner and 
party 

Woubi ts Left Clogwyn dur Brown and 
Hand Arddu Boysen 
81own's most ddlicult Cloggy route of the period and the first 
appear;mce of a youth who was to become one of Bf/tam's f inest 
cftmbers of the sixties. 

Agrippa Craig yr Wharton and 
Ysfa !sits 

The Amef/cans put up the first modem route m the Carnedds. 

Ferdinand Clogwyn y Brown and Jones 
Wenatlt 

T o rero Clogwyn y Brown and 
Wenallt Wh illans 

Brown's first foray in south Snowdon. 
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Lake District 

1957 

Eliminot White Ghyll Brown and Smith 

Phoenix Scafell, East Moseley ;md 
Buttress others 

Both the hardest routf!S m the,r particular a,eas at the time. 

Dedication Falcon Crag Ross and Metcalf 

The Bludge on Shepherds Crag Ross and Locker 

Sobre nada 

Casca de 

Firedragon 

1958 

Eagle Crag, 
GrisedJl e 

Pavey Ark 

Scrubby Crag 

M . James and 
party 

Austin and Evans 

Drasdo and Buckley 

LEVERAGE SCAFELL, EAST R. SMITH AND 
BUTTRESS LEAVER 

CHARTREUSE SCAFE LL, EAST R. SMITH AND 
BUTTRESS LEAVER 

Although not realised at the time. Leverage was probably the 
hardest route m the Lake Dis/net. The routes sparked o/1 a full 
scale .issault on Sea/ell by Lake District cltmbe,s that was to las/ 
for a decade. 

Falcon Crag 
Buttress 

The Shroud 

The Trilogy 

Falcon Crag. 
Bouowdale 

Black Craa. 
Borrowdale 

Raven Crag 

Ross and 
Lockey 

Ross and 
Lockey 

G. West, Hadfield 
and Hughes 

A big artificial route by a well-known Oe,byshlre eJ(pert . Opened 
the debate on the ethics of ptJgs which had raged fiercely ,n the 
Lake District since then. 

Golden Slippor Pavey Ark Austin and Evans 

B~owul f Scruoby Crag Soper and P. Brown 

1959 

M ay Day Direct 

Moonday 

Rigor Mortis 

The Cleft 

The Girdle 

Gormenghast 

Vandal 

Narrow Stand 

Scafell East 

Scafell East 

Castle Rock 

Eagle Crag. 
Bouowdale 

Eagle Crag, 
Borrowdale 

Heron Crag 

Pillar Rock 

Scafell Crag 

Olive, and Wiff1s 

l. Brown and Lund 

Ross and Rushton 

Ross and Rosher 

Ross , Woodhouse 
and Carroll 

l. Brown and 
arty 

Oliver. Cheesmond 
and Wit/ts 

Banner, O'Neiff, 
L. J. Gri/lm 

Scotland 

1957 

WINTER 

ZERO GULLY BEN NEVIS 

The first of the big gullies to fall. 

M;,clNNES. NICOL, 
PATEY 

Cresta Climb Ben Nevis Paley. Nicol, 
Lovat 

ThfJ first cltmb on a lace later dubbed by Clough thfJ 'Little Brenva 
Face· . 

left Hand 
Gully 

Route M ajor 

Sticil Face 

A tour de force. 

Creag Meaghaidh Marshall and 
R11ch1e 

Carn E1chachan, Patey and R. Smith 
Loch Avon 

Sheller Stone Grassick and 
Crag. Loch Avon Nicol 

Long Chimney Cuniefo,m R. Smith. 
D. Leaver 

Deep Gash 
Gully 

SUMP.UR 

Hammer 

Buttress 

Aonach Oubh 

Trilleachan 
Slabs 

Cunningham and 
Noon 

Noon and 
Cunningham 

Agony Trilleachan Noon, R. Smith and 
Slabs Cunningham 

First use of artificial techniques on a grand scale in Scotland. 

Claw T1illeachan Noon, Charles, 
Slabs Lawrie 

Swast i k::1 Trilleachan Noon, Taylor 
Slabs 

A superb dtmb, perhaps Noon·s best route on thfJ slabs. 

Sp ider Aonoch Dubh Marshall. Malcolm 
Hendr 

Pos t ern 

1958 

WINTER 

Deep Cut 
Chimney 

North Face 
Route 

Sphinx 

Crack Climb 

Spectre 

Shelter Stone 
Crag 

Hells Run Crag 

Central Buttress. 
Buachaille Etive 

Stob Coire nam 
Be11h 

Stob Coire nam 
Beith 

S1ob Co11e nan 
Lochan 

Grassick and 
Nicol 

Paley and 
Holroyd 

Malcolm and 
Stenhouse 

Marshall and 
Douglas 

Lovat and 
Hatthdl 

Bryan and 
Simpson 

Twisting Gully Stob Coire nan Marshall and 
Left Fork Lochan Haig 

PARALLEL LOCHNAGAR MARSHALL AND 
GULLY B TISO 
Last great winter problem on L ochnagar. T echnicafly very advanced. 

SUMMER 

The Long Walk Trilleachan Cunningham and 
Wood 

July Crack 

Slabs 

Grea1 Gully 
Bumess, 
Buachaille Etive 

R. Smith and 
A. Fraser 

SHIBBOLETH SLIME WALL R. SMITH AND 
BUACHAILLE ETIVE FRASER 

The first of the g,eat contempo,a,y rock climbs m Glencoe, and 
probably the lmest on the BuachlHe. 

Trapeze W. Face Aonach 
Dubh 

Ma,shal! and 
Leaver 

A magnificent !me up a stupendous crag. 

CARNIVORE CREAG A CUNNINGHAM 
BHANCAIR. AND NOON 
BUACHAILLE ETIVE 

A line of great ingenuit y and seventy on an uncompromising crag 
Snatched from the Jaws of Wh11/ans. 

Th e Citadel Shelter Stone R. Smith and 
Crag G. Annand 

1959 

WINTER 

A fantastic series o/ ascents. Only a few mentioned here 

Point Five Gully Tower Face, Clough. Aleunder, 
Ben Nevis Pipes and Shaw 

fhe second ol the great Nevis winter gullies. The route was seiged 
for five days and was thus highly controve1sial. Second ascent by 
Smith and M:ushal/ in nine hours. 

Orion Face Ben Nevis R. Smith and Holt 
Introduced a new dimension to winter climbing on the Ben. 

Hadrian ' s Wall Ben Nevis Booker, Patey and 
Marshall 

Minus 2 Gully Ben Nevis 

Another of the big gullies. 

SUMMER 

Stook end 
Yo Yo 

Kneepad 

Aonach Dubh 

Gefar Aonach 

Marshall. Stenhouse 
and Haston 

R. Smith and Hughes 

Hughes. Moriarty 
and Maisha/I 

The Long Wait TriUeachan Cunningham and 
Slabs R. Smith 

The Mousetrap Creag an Dubh Marshall. Anderson, 
Loch Malcolm 

Titans Wall Carn Dearg Clough and 
Buttress, Ben Nevis Macinnes 

Pegs on the Ben! 

THE BAT CARN DEARG, R. SMITH ANO 
BEN NEVIS HASTON 

A pa,oal aflev,ation of the wounds caused by Sassenach and 
Centu,ion. A fme and ve,y dil/Jcult route . 

Nutcracker Creag Dubh Sullivan and 
Chimney s Parkin 
Discovery in the Creag Meaghaidh district 

Important Outcrops 

1957 

GRITSTONE 

Great North 
Road 

FORKED 
LIGHTNING 
CRACK 

Delstre 
Hen Cloud 
Elimin.ate 

Frensls Direct 

Goliath 

LIMESTONE 

M1lls1one 

HEPTONSTALL 
QUARRY 

Hen Cloud 
Roches 

Brimham 

Bu,bage 

Skylight High Tor 

Fortress Wall High Tor 

Cava Route 

MAIN 
OVERHANG 
DIRETTISSIMA 

Gordale 

KlLNSEY 

KILNSEY 

Brown and party 
Previously 

e ed. 

D. WHILLANS 
AND PARTY 

Brown and Sutton 
WhillaM and 
party 

Austm and party 

Whiflans and 
party 

Biven and Peck 

Biven and Peck 

Sumner and Kno" 

MOSELEY. KNOX 
AND WILLIAMS 
HIELDS AND 
HIRST 

The big breakthrough of artificial climbing on limestone w1~h these 
two routes . 

S.W . ENGLAND 

Malbogios Avon Gorge 

World'!". End Lands End 

Martell Slab Lamorna 

The flfst route on this crag. 

BOW WALL BOSIGRAN 

GREEN ROSEMERGY 
CORMORANT 
FACE 

Great Zawn 
W . Face 

1958 

GAITSTONE 

A.35 

INSANITY 

The Blurter 

Cave Wall 

Voi s Condio s 

Jeepers 
Creepers 

Ess o Extra 

LIMESTONE 

Windhover 

1959 

GAITSTONE 

SENTI NELLE 
CRACK 

An i versary 
Arete 

LIMESTONE 

Via Vita 

Dig Ph.1m 

Garotter 

Guts Ache 
Groo ve 

CENTRAL 
WALL 

Rosemergy 

Bamford 

CUR BAR 

Stanage 

F1oggatt 

Gardoms 

Stanage 

S1anage 

Stoney Middleton 

CHATSWORTH 

Stan.ige 

Ravensdale 

Cheedale 

Willers!ey 

Willersley 

MALHAM 

A very long route chmbed on bolts. 5 days . 

$ .W . ENGLAND 

Spid er' s W eb 

Excel s ior 

Death Rattle 
Gulch 

The Para site 

Dewerstone 

Chair Ladder 

land's End 

Land's End 

Bonington and 

"' J. H. Deacon 
and party 

Deacon and 
Holroyd 

J . BROWN AND 
PARTY 

DEACON AND 
BANKS 

Biven and Peck 

J. Brown and 

"' H. BANNER AND 
PARTY 

Parker and Platt 

Whiflans and 
a,ty 

Austin and 
pa,ty 

B1own and party 

Whdlans and 
pa,ty 

Johnson and 
Mellor 

WHILLANS AND 
SUTCLIFFE 

Pa,/{er, Nunn 
and Banner 

Loy and Meffor 

Wes/ and Roberts 

Read and Beech 

Had/um and 
Turner 

BIVEN AND PECK 

T. Patey and 
party 

Stevenson and 
Deacon 

Stevenson and 
Deacon 

Stevenson and 
Deacon 



Alps 
(British} 
1957 

Aigs du Tac ul: S. Face 
Le Clocher 

KAISERGEBIRGE 

Predigstuhle W. Wall 
Centenary of Alpine Club. 

19 58 

PETIT DRU S.W. PILLAR 

Important British achievement. 

Petites 
Joras1oes 

Aig. de 
l.llaitiere 

W. Face 

W . Face 

Macinnes and 
Bonmgton 
1st British ascent 

Biven and Peck 

BONING TON, 
WHILLANS, ROSS 
Mac!NNES AND 
TWO AUSTRIANS 
1st BRITISH ASCENT 

Bonington and 
Wathen 

J. Jones and 
R. Smith 
3rd ascent 

Winthrop Young dies. An impo,tant and influential figure in 
Br,t1sh Climbing, many line ascents even after serious mjury. 

1959 

GRAND ES WALKER SPUR R. SMITH AND 
JORASSES G. CLARK 

1st BRITISH ASCENT 
Climbed one day late, by Macinnes, Streetly, L. Brown and Whillans . 

Dent d ' Herens Welzenbach Route Noyce, Sadler, 
Mortlock 

Matterhorn 

Mont• Rosa 
Signalkuppe 

Furggeo Direct 

S. Face 

A /me trio of climbs particularly for Noyce. 

1st British ascent 

Noyce, Sadler, 
Mortlock 
1st British ascent 

Noyce, Sadler, 
Mortlock 
1st British ascent 

CIMA GRANDE BRANDLER BONINGTON AND 
HASSE ROUTE CLARK 

1ST BRIT. 
Important ascent of a big Dolomite ilrtificial route. 

Alps 
(Other Nationalities} 
1957 

Eiger North Wall 
B19 interm1t1onalrescue organised to extricate two Italians. immobile 
on the wall after a series of mishaps. Allred Hellepart lowered 1000/r 
down the face on a w11e. rescued Corti. Corti later blamed for the 
whole affair mcludmg the disappearance of two Germans on the face 
at the same time. The remains of the Germans were discovered 
several years later on the easy descent route. thereby cfearmg Corti. 

1958 

CIMA N. FACE BRANDLER, HASSE, 
GRANDE DIRECT LEHNE, LOV✓• 

1ST ASCENT 

Grandes N. Face Couzy and 
Jorasses Pointe Desmaison 

Margaretta 

Grandes N. Face Cavalier, and 
Jorasses Pointe Young Me/lano 

Couzy killed on Crete de Bergers. S. W. Face. Stonehill. 

All other ranges 
(British} 

1957 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Disteghil Sar 
Attempted by A. Gregory and party, 

Annapurna 11 
Al/empted by C. Evans and party. 

M a::he rbrum 
Aucmpted by J. Walmsley and party. n. Downes dies of pneumonia 
mahihcam. 

Horamosh 
Attempted by Oxford Unive,sity p;;rty led by Tony Streathcr. 
Expedition 1s struck by a prolonged disaster with Culbert and 
Ji/Iott killed and Streather and Emery narrowly escaping death. 

CA U CASUS 

Elbru:t 

1958 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Joyce Dunsheath 
with Russian party. 
1st But female ascent. 

Rakaposhi Paley and 
Banks 

Anglo/Pakistani jomt Services cxpedilion succeeds after several 
previous attempts. 

ANDES 

Pumasillo 
Climbed by Cambridge University party. A difficult and dangerous 
peak. 

CAUCASUS 

Alpine Club visit led by Sir John Hunt. 

Shaki::.ra 

Dychtau S. Buttress 

Ben:tingi Wall Schwarzgruber 
Rib 

1959 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Ama Dablam 

Band, Bull, 
Hams, 
Kutsovsk, 

Band and Hams 

Blackshaw, Jones, 
Hunt and Brasher 

Attempt by Climbers· Club party. Harris and Fraser killed. 

All other ranges 
(Other Nationalities} 
1957 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Broad Poak Chmbed by 
Austo;.ns without 
oxygen or port11us 

Chogoli sa Attempted by same 
party of Austrians 

Attempt ends when Hermann Buhl dies wluin ,~ corr,ce breaks. 

1958 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Gashcrbrum I 

Haramosh 

Chogolisa 

GASHERBRUM IV 

ANDES 

Yerupaja 

PATAGONIA 

CERRO TORRE 

Egger killed on descent. 

1959 

HIMALAYAS & KARAKORAM 

Cho Oyu 

Climbed by 
Americans 

Climbed by 
Austrians 

Climbed by 
Ja anese 

CLIMBED BY 
ITAL/ANS 
BONATTI AND 
MAURI 

Climbed by 
Argentinians 
2nd ascent 

CLIMBED BY 
C. MAESTRI AND 
T. EGGER 

Attempts by 
International 
Women's 
Ex edition 
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Text, Ian McNaught Davis. Photos, Ken Wilson. 

, 
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The Luncheon Shelf Direct, one of the most difficult and gymnastic 
problems on the rocks. Ian Esplin climbing. 



Harrison's Rocks is perhaps the most populated climbing area in the 
country. Hundreds of young climbers congregate there every weekend 
of the year. 

WHAT is Harrison's Rocks? A sandstone cliff at 
Groombridge no more than 30 feet high, a finishing 

school for polishing extreme climbers, a climbing training 
school for schoolboys, or a paradise for exhibitionists? 
It is certainly all these, but what else? 

Its critics, and those infrequent visitors from the gritstone
littered Northern moors, see it as an overcrowded jungle 
where no climber leads a route until he has perfected it 
by numerous tight rope ascents and can play it as a 
concert pianist fingers a well-known piece; where even 
Crew and Whillans have been seen off by ageing 
second-rate locals; where the two greatest products of 
the crag, Boysen and Bonington, have returned after 
Alpine epics to flounder on a rope so tight that when 
plucked it really emits an unfailing G sharp. 

A casual Sunday visitor will see some 300 people engaged 
in a strange and sometimes incomprehensible ritual. 
Below each performing master or beginner, clad in 
P.A.'s or plimsolls, group the sects, pulling the rope as 
if tolling some silent bell and chanting their liturgies: 
"Left hand up. Keep your feet on. Right for the pinchgrip. 
Wrong hand. You'll have to change feet: Jam it higher". 
To which the strangled responses are made: "Take it 
in a bit . Where's the next hold? God it's greasy. I nearly 
got it that time. Keep that bloody rope tight". 

And all to get up 30 feet of crumbling sandstone. But 
that can't be it, there must be some hidden secret. 
Solemn groups attack their allocated segment with 
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dedicated concentration and ferocity. An older group 
maintains a continual stream of noisy ribaldry; the 
expletives echo from the rocks to be muted in the trees, 
colouring school parties on the way. Round-hipped girls 
from a P.E. college struggle in a worn groove, their floppy 
tennis shoes skidding from the rock like dead fish on a 
fishmonger's slab. They look sad and discouraged as a 
well-muscled regular clad in rags and a warden's badge 
climbs round them without appearing to notice either the 
climb or their thighs. A group of first generation Alpinists, 
formally dressed for Alpine forays, their eyes grey with 
visions of far-away hills and their cheeks touched by grog 
blossom, stand and watch as if waiting for their moment 
to perform in the midst of scrabbling, straining youth. 
They are only there for training and it's really all beneath 
their dignity. 

Is that all that Harrison's is? A series of exercises to 
strengthen fingers for more worthwhile activities elsewhere? 
Or does it have a life, a fascination, and even a charm of 
its own? 

On long summer evenings, the rock baked almost white 
and the rancid, green lichen dried until autumn, Harrison's 
presents its charms. Even the empty trains, going nowhere, 
that rumble past in the valley seem cheerful and less 
anachronistic. Sosblitz, Slimfinger, Edward's Effort, Niblick. 
The bizarre names no longer seem sinister, hiding impossible 
climbs. Unclimbed Wall will be climbed for the 
thousandth time, and Rotten Stump Wall will not reject us 
as it did the rotten stump so many years ago. Only the 



true addicts will be there ; the dusty track at the foot of the 
cliff, still holding imprints of countless feet in the sun-dried 
mud, is the only reminder of crowded Sundays. The 
climbs fall quickly, the top rope is slack, and some old 
favourites are even led, until the fingers, which started as 
tempered steel hooks, weaken and swell like over-ripe 
bananas, just strong enough to hold a pint glass. 

Yet the weekends are best. The crowd returns, as eager 
as any devout religious following. Some faces are familiar, 
the majority anonymous. A bare-backed expert swings 
over an impossible overhang, spurning the rope and ignoring 
the audience, half admiring, half scornful. A muscle-man 
gives displays, explaining each move to his rope holder, 
knowing he will never get above the first move. The 
languid are in the trees at the top of the crag, caressing 
their girls and eating sandwiches before an endless stream 
of climbers, nearly senseless with exertion, gasping over 
the finishing holds. A transistor radio sounds out tinny 
pop, intermittently silenced by a passing Alpinist 
explaining how things are done in Saas Fee. From time 
to time, nice normal people stray into view, clad in grey 
flannels, black shoes and white shirts, with heavy wives 
in print dresses. They look bewildered, as if wondering 
what it is they are excluded from, and hide their 
discomfiture by snapping at their children. Beginners, 
uniformly clad in drab clothes, struggle endlessly yet 
futilely three feet from the ground listening, without 
understanding, to the patient explanations of their 
instructors. 

Harrison's is a microcosm of human strengths and 
weaknesses, more so than any other crag in Britain . 
Leading is relatively rare, the difficulty of any climb is 
purely technical and boldness plays little part . What a 
climber is prepared to undertake is limited only by his 
desire not to appear completely foolish or incompetent. 
The vain, the bold, the flamboyant, the timid, all compete 
for their place. The crowded hustle is alien to the high 
mountains, and to try to equate Harrison's with them is a 
mistake. Harrison's is unique; its fascinations are hidden, 
not behind mists or long approach marches, but behind its 
reputation, its difficulty, and above all behind people. 
It is not a replacement for Wales, which is said to ruin 
your technique for Harrison's climbing, nor even for 
gritstone. It stands alone. 

SPECIAL NOTE. Due to local difficulties it is now essential that 
climbers using Harrison 's Rocks lea ve their cars in the village of 
Groombridge, and not on any of the narrow approach roads. 

Edward's Effort, typical hard climbing on sandstone. fingery, extretr.ely 
strenuous. and often only climbed with liberal assistance from the rope . 
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Mountaineering 
Equipment 
Suppliers 
Ambleside, Westmorland 

Frank Davies (S) , 
The Climbers Shop, 
Compston Corner, 
Tel. Ambleside 2297. 

Aviemore, Scotland 

Speyside Sports (S) , 
Tel. Aviemore 629. 

Bethesda, North Wales 

Arvons, 
High Street. 
Tel. Bethesda 401. 

Birmingham 

Frank Davies (S) , 
7 Colmore Circus, 
Snowhill Ringway 4. 
Tel. Central 6816. 

Birmingham 

Blacks of Greenock, 
(City Camp & Sports) 
86-87 Broad Street (C) (S) (M) , 
Birmingham 15. 
Tel. 021-MIDland 5638. 

Bolton 

Alpine Sports (S), 
157 Great Moor Street, 
Tel. Bolton 25087. 

Bradford 

P & S Outdoor Shop, 
71 a Godwin Street. 
Tel. 02742- 1998. 

Brighton 

" Sport and Leisure", 
48 North Street. 
Tel. Brighton 29539. 

Bristol 

Joseph Bryant Ltd ., 
The Outdoor Centre, 
Colston Street. 
Tel. 0272- 23166. 

Cambridge 

The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
Tel. Cambridge 53956. 

Capel Curig, North Wales 

Brennands, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. Capel Curig 217. 

Capel Curig, North Wales 

Arvons, 
The Climbers' Shop. 

Croydon, Surrey 

Pindisports, 
34 South End. 
Tel. 01-688 2667. 

Darlington 

J. Clementson (Darlington) Ltd., 
29 High North Gate (C) . 
Tel. Darlington 2390. 
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Doncaster 

Don Valley Sports (C) (S) , 
95 Spring Gardens. 
Tel. Doncaster 67755. 

Dundee 

David Low Sports Co. Ltd. 
63 Seagate (M) (S), 
Tel. Dundee 24501-2. 

Edinburgh 

Graham Tiso (M) , 
44 Rodney Street. 
Tel. WAVerley 1723. 

Glasgow 

Blacks of Greenock, 
132 St. Vincent Street, 
Glasgow C.2. 
Tel. 041-221 4007. 

Grantown-on-Spey, Scotland 

Speyside Sports (S) , 
47 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 

Groombridge 

Saxbys Stores (Terry Tullis) (M) , 
Station Road. 
Tel. 1892- 76 238. 

Isle of Skye 

Pete Thomas, Graham Tiso, 
Glen Brittle. 
Tel. Glen Brittle 8. 

Lancaster 

H. Robinson , 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) , 
5 New Road. 
Tel. Lancaster 66610. 

Leeds 

Centresport, 
Frank Davies, Dave Clarke, 
40 Woodhouse Lane. 
Tel. Leeds 31024. 

Leeds 

Leeds Camping Centre (S) 
10- 11 Grand Arcade. 
Tel. Leeds 28634. 

Leeds 

H. W. Poole, 
34-36 Eastgate (C) (S) , 
Tel. Leeds 24599. 

Leeds 

H. W. Poole, 
2 Wade Street (C) (S). 
Tel. Leeds 29374. 

Liverpool 

F. Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S) , 
73 Bold Street. 
Tel. Royal 6912. 

Llanberis, North Wales 

Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall. 
Tel. Llanberis 327. 

These shops stock high class Mountaineering, Ski-ing and Camping 
Equipment. A visit will be worthwhile. 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and 
Ski-ing Equipment ; write to them for details. 

London 

Pindisports, 
14-18 Holborn, E.C.1 . 
(Ski-Boots for hire) . 
Tel. 01-242 3278. 

London 

Blacks of Greenock, 
22-24 Gray's Inn Road, 
London, W.C.1. 
Tel. 01-405 5494. 

Blacks of Greenock, 
(Players Sports) (C) (S) (M) 
53 Rathbone Place, 
Oxford Street, W.1. 
Tel. 01 - 636 6645. 

London, Acton, W.3. 

Pindisports, 
373/ 5 Uxbridge Road , 
(Ski-Boots for hire) . 
Tel. 01-992 6642. 

London 

Y.H.A. Sales, 
29 John Adam Street. 
Tel. TRAfalgar 1722. 

Manchester 

F. Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S) , 
6- 14 Cathedral Street. 
Tel. B LAckfriars 0161 . 

Manchester 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Black & Edgington), 
263 Deansgate, Manchester 2. 
Tel. 061 -Deansgate 4540. 

Manchester 

J. & A. Sports & Camping Co. (C), 
15 Station Road,Urmston. 
Tel. 061 - URM 6408. 

Mansfield, Notts. 

W. Slack and Sons, 
38 Rosemary Street. 
Tel. Mansfield 24449. 

Newcastle-Upon- Tyne 

Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S) , 
227 / 229 Westgate Road . 
Tel. Newcastle 23903. 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 

L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd. , 
34 Dean Street (S) (C). 
Tel. Newcastle 22139. 

Newport, Mons. 

K. S. Davies, 
369 Chepstow Road , 
Beechwood Corner. 

Nottingham 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Nottingham Camp & Sports) 
Shakespeare Street, (C) (S) (M) , 
Nottingham. NG1 4FD. 
Tel. ON20-43165. 

Nottingham 

Roger Turner 
Mountain Sports (S), 
1 Canning Circus. 
Tel. Nottingham 47230. 

Oxford 

The Scout and Guide Shop, 
17 Turi Street. 
Tel. Oxford 47110. 
(Branch of the Scout 
Association). 

Perth, Scotland 

James Banks and Sons (C) , 
137-141 High Street. (S). 
Tel. Perth 24928. 

Sheffield 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Jackson & Warr) (C) (S) ( M) 
18-22 Corporation Street, 
Sheffield SR3 8RN. 
Tel. 0742- 20760. 

Sheffield 

Bryan G. Stokes, 
High Court, High Street. 
Tel. Sheffield 27525. 

Stockport 

Henshall & Edwards Ltd. (C) , 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. STO 2945. 

Stoke-on-Trent 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Scout Shop) , 
40-62 Marsh Street, 
Hanley, Stoke-on -Trent. 
Tel. OST2-22870. 

Sunderland 

Reynolds Army Stores, (C) (S) , 
6 Derwent Street, Park Lane. 
Tel. 0783- 57945. 

Sutton 

Blacks of Greenock (O.M . Stores) , 
250 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. 
Tel. 01-VIG 8655. 

Wednesbury, Staffs. 

Tebbutt Bros. (M) (C) , 
Camping and Climbing, 
91 -92 Walsall Street. 
Tel. Wednesbury 0802. 

Wolverhampton 

Tweedies Sports Centres Ltd. 
Snow Hill , Bell Street. 
Tel. Wolverhampton 23030. 

York 

The Scout and Guide Shop, 
14 Goodramgate. 
Tel. York 53567. 
( Branch of the Scout 
Association). 



Glen Torridon 
By Walter Poucher 

It is nearly twenty years since I first explored this magnificent 
Highland glen and climbed its matchless mountains. Its gravel road 
was then rough with potholes and called for careful driving . 
The amount of traffic, however, was negligible; apart from an 
occasional car or lorry, I only encountered the daily Diabaig bus 
which went to meet the London train at Achnasheen in the morning 
and returned in the afternoon. The poor appearance of the road 
where it left the main highway at Kinlochewe was sufficient to deter 
most motorists. They passed on their way to Loch Maree and 
Gairloch, so missing perhaps the wildest glen in all Scotland. 

Since those days the Scottish authorities have spent vast sums of 
money on road improvement throughout the whole of the North 
Western Highlands. Glen Torridon was included in their schemes 
and a splendid single-track road , with ample passing places, now 
runs all the way to Diabaig . On the other side of the loch an 
entirely new road runs as far as Shieldaig . 

Originally accommodation in Glen Torridon was sparse and 
confined to the cottages in Annat, Fasag and Inver Alligin , and to the 
hotel in Kinlochewe. The latter was well placed for motorists 
and for climbers ascending and traversing Beinn Eighe. The 
conversion of Ben Damh House into an hotel, however, now permits 
motorists, stalkers and anglers to enjoy modern luxury on the 
very shores of the loch. For mountaineers the hotel provides easy 
access to Beinn Alligin and Liathach. Accommodation for climbers 
is also available at Glen Cottage, a National Trust of Scotland 
hostel at the foot of Liathach . 

One of the great charms of the road threading Glen Torridon is 
that it reveals river and loch scenery of the first order, as well as 
three of the finest mountains in Britain. Following the road from 
Kinlochewe one cannot fail to be impressed by the first view of Beinn 
Eighe, which towers into the sky on the right. Even without 
snow it is enlivened by the glint of light on its vast carpet of white 
quartzite scree. Beside the road the Allt Ghairbhe chatters merrily as 
it threads the barren moorland. The glen soon swings round to the 
right and the glittering blue of Loch Clair comes into view, backed 
by Sgurr Dubh. It is worthwhile parking the car at this point and 
taking the private road to the left past Coulin Lodge as far as 
Loch Coulin. Only from this more distant viewpoint is the immensity 
of Beinn Eighe apparent. 

Continuing along the road skirting Loch Clair, the full stature of 
Liathach is revealed ahead. I have yet to meet anyone who does not 
agree that from this coign of vantage it is the most majestic mountain 
in all Britain. The climber should park his car nearby and wander 
through the heather to a small spur jutting out into the loch. If he 
has an eye for beauty he will be impressed by the mountain's 
cathedral-like grandeur, by its seeming inaccessibility due to the 
abruptness of its eastern rampart and by its horizontal strata of 
sandstone which are disclosed even under snow. Its tops consist 
of sharp blocks of white quartzite of which the symmetrical cone of its 
highest is singularly lovely. This first impression of the giant gives 
no real conception of its vastness; for as you drive along the road 
beneath its frowning precipices they seem not only sheer, but endless. 
They extend for five miles, eventually terminating above Torridon House. 

Near the mountain , on the right of the road, the gaunt walls of a 
ruined cottage mark a spot beloved of campers. It is well placed, 
not only for the ascents of Beinn Eighe and Liathach, but also for the 
long tramp between these peaks to Coire Mhic Fhearchair. 
On the other side of the road, several peat beds occupy the damp flat 
ground beside the River Torridon . The road keeps company with 
the river until on reaching a large clump of pines the loch appears 
ahead. There is a fork at this point: the left branch skirts the head 
of the loch to reach the new hotel, whence in eight miles it leads to 
Shieldaig. The right branch passes the cottages of Fasag and 
follows the shore of the loch for some distance before climbing 
uphill towards Inver Alligin and Diabaig . 

This road is a must for all climbers. After passing the turn for 
Torridon House. it sweeps upwards through the trees to the stone 
bridge spanning the turbulent Allt Mhic Nobuil. It is worth stopping 
here for the splendid view of the burn which thunders through 
a deep gorge. This is also the starting point for the ascent and 

traverse of Beinn Alligin . The mountain is not well seen from so near, 
however, as its fine topography is hidden behind the foothills . 

Continuing westwards, the road passes along a grassy shelf 
poised well above Loch Torridon . To the left, across the blue, 
Ben Damh is prominent. A sharp turn down to the left leads to 
Inver Alligin , a charming but isolated hamlet consisting of a few 
cottages and a pier. The road then climbs sharply and, after many 
abrupt bends attains perhaps 1,000 feet at a large passing place which 
suddenly reveals a bird 's eye view of Lochs Diabaig Airde and 
Mhuilaich. Passing to their right, the road soon ends at the little pier 
on remote Loch Diabaig . The middle section of the return drive is 
the most revealing: to the south the whole of Ben Damh and 
Coulin Forests are laid bare on the other side of the loch and are 
dappled with a collection of shapely peaks dominated by Sgurr Ruadh . 

There are some enchanting walks from the Torridon Hotel. One of 
the easiest threads a mile of immense rhododendrons through which are 
caught occasional glimpses of the loch on the right, backed by 
Beinn Alligin. Further along this private road there are some beautiful 
sandstone-bound inlets in which the brilliant orange wrack contrasts 
splendidly with purplish-red rock and greenish-brown pines : fine 
subjects for colour photography. This walk eventually reaches the 
River Balgy below its falls, a treasured venue for the salmon fisherman. 
The walk may be extended by bearing to the left across the new road 
to Loch Damh, a five mile sheet of water cradled in wild 
surroundings between Ben Damh and Ben Shieldaig . 

Climbers who prefer a more strenuous excursion should follow the 
stalkers' path that rises through the dense forest behind the hotel. 
This eventually emerges on to the heathery wilderness below Ben 
Damh, from which point the mountain may be ascended. On all 
of these tramps the panorama above the trees opens up a superb 
prospect of Beinn Alligin , together with an end-on view of Liathach. 
The more westerly top of the latter, Mullack an Rathain, is prominent 
above the straggling cottages of Fasag on the shore of the loch. 

For the less energetic, there are several well graded stalkers· 
paths on each side of the glen which penetrate the fastnesses of the 
hills. One of these passes along the steep northern declivities of 
Liathach to give easy access to Coire Mhic Fhearchair. Another, 
on the south side of the glen, winds its way in and out of the 
spectacular individual peaks of both Ben Damh and Coulin Forests. 
Full details of climbs and walks in this region will be found in my 
book Scottish Peaks. 

Overleaf. Liathach one of the most impressive mountains of the 
glen. Left, from the ridge; right, Liathach under a rare mantle of 
snow. The proximity to the sea gives the area a rather mild climate 
and snow rarely remains on the mountain for long. 
Photos: Poucher 
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Equipment Notes 
Edited by Peter Crew 

Pru si k gadgets 
A new version of the Jumar 
prusik clamp has been made by 
a French firm . They work 
on exactly the same principle as 
the Jumar, but are smaller, 
lighter and cheaper. Instead of 
a handle, as on the Jumar, 
the new gadgets have an 
enlarged head plate with 
karabiner holes. The karabiner 
locks the rope in the clamp 
and is used as a handhold. The 
recent French expedition to 
Fitzroy used them exclusively 
and they were found to be 
superior to Jumars, particularly 
on diagonal and horizontal 
prusiks. 

(Information from: Bernard Amy) 

Crash Helmets 
Users of the popular Joe Brown 
crash helmets will be glad to 
hear that a new model is now on 
the market after an extensive 
development period. This 
helmet will be the first specifically 
designed for climbing which 
will match up to the 
requirements of the new British 
Standard for crash helmets. 
The shell of the helmet is made 
from fibreglass, with woven 
cloth , which is stronger than 
with chopped strand alone. 
The principle feature of the new 
helmet is the foam liner, which 
is bonded directly onto the shell. 
and which will greatly increase 
the strength and effectiveness 
of the helmet. The harness 
is adjustable, so that it can be 
made to fit closely to the head, 
but it holds the shell of the 
helmet away from the head, 
giving a small air space which 
allows ventilation . The chin 
strap is also slightly modified for 
greater security and ease of use. 
Prototype models have been 
thoroughly tested and 
production of the helmets is now 
in full swing at Brown 's new 
workshop in Llanberis. 
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Expedition Shelters 
Recent expeditions to Patagonia 
have found that conventional 
tents will not stand up to the 
weather. On the expedition to 
the Towers of Paine, Don 
Whillans solved the problem 
by building a box with a wooden 
frame and a tarpaulin sheet. 
The two recent expeditions 
extended this idea with varying 
degrees of success. The 
Fortress expedition used a box 
made from alloy dexion and 
a special canvas cover made 
by Karrimor. This proved to be 
very successful and will probably 
form the pattern for future 
expedition 'boxes' . The Cerro 
Torre expedition used a 
fibreglass igloo, weighing some 
S0lb. , about S feet in diameter 
and breaking into 9 sections 
for transport. Despite this, the 
igloo proved too heavy and 
cumbersome for transport over 
rough ground and so was only 
used in the valley. It seems 
that this idea may be useful for 
Antarctic Base Camps, where 
initial transport is no problem 
and where a permanent shelter 
is needed. 

The Whillans / Bray bivouac box 
used on the Towers of Paine. 
photo : Bonington. 

The Whillans bivouac box in 
use on the Fortress. 

Nickel Alloy Pitons 
Following the recent spate of 
new chrome-molybdenum 
pitons from European 
manufacturers, a new nickel alloy, 
used in the manufacture of 
component parts for rocket 
motors, has been found suitable 
for pitons. This new alloy 
has a tensile strength of 126 tons 
as opposed to the 75 tons of 
chrome-molly. Pitons from this 
alloy have been developed by 
Jack Umpleby and John 
Hartley - all patterns have been 
made and found to have good 
performance. The samples so 
far submitted to the National 
Engineering Laboratory for 
tests indicate that these pitons 
are superior to chrome-molly. 
Some models are already on the 
market. This alloy is highly 
complex and as yet its properties 
are not fully understood, but 
research and modification 
continue. 

(Information from: John Hartley) 
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Figure-of-eight Descendeurs 
Most climbers will, by now, 
have seen and possibly used a 
figure-of -S descendeur. There 
is little doubt that abseiling 
with a figure-of-S is safer and 
more comfortable than with any 
other gadget. Although 
figure -of -S's do not completely 
eliminate kinking of the abseil 
rope, a new large version , 
made in lightweight alloy by 
Clogwyn Climbing Gear, cuts it 
to a minimum. This type of 
descendeur was used by the 
British Cerro Torre expedition , 
for abseiling down fixed ropes, 
and even though the ropes were 
tied off at the bottom, kinking 
was never serious enough to 
hinder abseiling. These new 
figure-of-S's are made from 
½" sheet, are 6½" long, with an 
external hole diameter of 3½". 
The large size of the descendeur 
he lps heat dissipation and 
allows abseiling over knots. 
The only disadvantage is the 
price, which is around £3, as 
these descendeurs are hand-made 
to order only - but despite this, 
they are a worthwhile investment 
for anyone contemplating 
any amount of abseiling. The 
descendeurs are also ideal for 
lowering climbers (viz. Bonington 
on Hoy) and would be very 
useful for rescues. 

The Joe Brown · Extendable' 
The new rucsac, recently 
announced by Karrimor, marks 
a distinct advance in the design 
and manufacture of British 
rucsacs. The sac has sever,:I 
new and interesting features - a 
new nylon / cotton combination 
cloth ; well designed quick-release 
buckles ; removable side pockets 
which allow skis to be slotted 
behind ; tubular nylon straps 
with foam filling ; a large 
rectangular flap, with two 
zipped pockets, which is 
elasticated and covers the load 
really well; special pockets for 
inserting frame strips and a foam 
pad. Perhaps the most important 
point about this sac is the way 
in which it caters for a wide 
range of uses, apparently 
without detriment to any of them. 
It can be used equally well for 
Alpine climbing , ski touring , 
trekking and Expedition work. 
The total weight of this sac, even 
including all the attachments 
is still only just over 3Ibs. 



Belaying on Snow and Ice 
Safety aids for rock climbers and 
mountaineers have improved 
remarkably over the last few 
years. However, despite the 
introduction of the ice screw, 
belaying on snow and ice still 
remains a chancy business. 
Only on mixed climbing, or on 
certain Scottish gully climbs, can 
really adequate protection , 
involving a rock belay, be 
ensured. Unless it is possible to 
belay to rock during a snow 
and ice climb, security is often 
only good so long as no-one 
falls. 

The ice axe was not designed for 
belaying. Its primary function 
is step-cutting. The idea that a 
traditional belay can be made 
with an ice axe does not 
withstand objective analysis. 
Much depends on prevailing 
snow conditions, but all that can 
be said of the methods 
recommended in text books is 
that they are better than nothing : 
at best, they are 'psychological' 
belays. 

Most of the big ice climbs on 
Alpine terrain are made up of 
steep snow ice, with little or no 
available rock. Much of the 
climbing in the Andes and 
the Himalayas, and quite a lot of 
Scottish winter climbing is of 
the same nature. Even the 
latest ice screws may be useless 
on such ground, and security 
has always been minimal. Fatal 
accidents are common. 

Fortunately, two completely new 
belaying methods have now 
been developed and they are 
described in detail here. Before 
passing judgment, every 
mountaineer is advised to test 
the methods for himself. To be 
effective they need practice 
and possibly further refinement. 

The Footbra ke 
Developed in New Zealand by 
Jeff Sykes, this method has now 
been thoroughly tested by 
Glenmore Lodge instructors 
and found to be a most effective 
method of belaying. The 
accompanying diagram shows 
the general position adopted 
but if the technique is to be 
effective various points need 
stressing. 

(1) The ice axe should be 
pressed into the slope and 
the arm retained in this 
position in anticipation of a 
fall. 

(2) In the event of a fall the 
rope must be allowed to run 
over the boot and gradually 
arrested by friction braking. 

(3) It is very important to 
practice the method 
thoroughly before using it on 
a climb. 

below: The Footbrake. 
diagram: Dennis Gray 

LEADER 

Manufacturers are invited to send their products for 

critical analysis to Peter Crew, Llwyn Peris, Nant 

Peris, Llanberis, Caernarvonshire. 

The Dead Man 
This is a revolutionary snow 
belay, first developed by British 
survey teams in the Antarctic 
for anchoring their dog teams. 
The Dead Man is a simple 
sheet of aluminium alloy, with a 
spliced wire sling permanently 
attached. It works on the 
principle that, when correctly 
placed, any force tends to drive 
it deeper into the snow. Wire 
rope is used for the sling as it 
will cut into the snow more 
easily than a thicker nylon rope. 
Obviously, the positions of the 
belay and the belayer must 
be chosen carefully. The angle 
between the Dead Man and 
the wire sling, under stress, must 
not exceed 45°. 

When placing the Dead Man 
in hard snow, two slits should be 
cut : one for the Dead Man 
itself, and the other at 90° to 
this for the wire rope. The 
latter slit must be deep enough 
to allow the wire rope to dig in. 
In soft snow, the Dead Man 
should be buried as deep as 
possible. 

Although the Dead Man is 
apparently cumbersome to carry. 
this problem is solved by 
clipping a karabiner through the 
wire sling and one of the 
lightening holes, and carrying 
the Dead Man slung over the 
shoulder like a normal sling . 

Information from: 
Graham Tiso and Dennis Gray 

below: 
The Dead Man belaying plate. 
diagram: Dennis Gray 
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International 
Grading System 
The U.I.A.A. which is the 
organisation that represents all 
the world 's major national 
climbing organisations are 
planning the introduction of a 
new standardized interntaional 
grading and sign system. The 
idea was originally presented 
by the Spanish national club 
and after preliminary discussions 
the British guide-book firm 
West Col was asked to prepare 
a list of symbols which could 
be applied in guide-books 
throughout the world . These 
signs will be particularly useful 
in the Alps, Canada, New 
Zealand etc. but could also 
have partial application on 
British Crags. The idea has the 
strong backing of most Western 
European countries and if 
introduced should rapidly spread 
to the rest of the world. 

Correspondent: Collomb 
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New Books 

Encyclopaedic Dictionary of 
Mountaineering by Peter Crew 
Constable, price 30/-
When a book of this nature 
comes my way, I have to 
overcome an uneasy feeling of 
scepticism before opening it. 
The feeling was still present after 
I had taken my first look at 
this Encyclopaedic Dictionary. 
Does mountaineering need such 
a work? I thought not, but 
the publisher obviously thought 
otherwise. I read that the book 
was primarily intended to 
serve as "an educational work 
of reference for both the 
enthusiast and the interested 
layman". 

A work of reference must be 
authoritative, precise and 
comprehensive. Authoritative it 
is, no doubt. Precise? Well , we 
climbers have failed in the past. 
Our terminology, much of it 
subjective, has always been 
loose. One needs only to 
attempt a definition of 'classic 
climb', 'gripped', or 'exposure', 
to appreciate the problem. 
None the less, this problem is 
one which the compiler must 
solve, and in this case he has 
failed to do so. 

Is the Dictionary comprehensive? 
Ski-mountaineering is dealt 
with in three lines, without 
mention of the associated 
equipment and techniques. This 
section of the sport is too 
important to neglect. Other 
isolated, but nevertheless 
essential , terms have failed to 
appear: Ice Bollard , Gipfel, 
Porters, Penitentes, Thankgod 
Hold, Cache, Zawn. No, for an 
educational work of reference, 
this is not good enough. 

Brian Fuller 

Yorkshire Limestone. A Rock 
Climber's Guide 
Yorkshire Mountaineering 
Club, price 18/ 6 
Although this guide book 
performs a major service in 
providing a mass of urgently
needed information about new 
crags and routes in Yorkshire, it 
nevertheless suffers from several 
weaknesses. 

Firstly, the presentation is drab 
and the historical notes tedious 
in the extreme. This is not a 
guide book that one can 'read'. 
Although it makes a refreshing 
change from the verbosity of the 
Derbyshire gritstone type of 
guide, this book makes no claim 
to feature in the literary league. 

How does it stand up to more 
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utilitarian criteria? The crags, 
and ways to them, are clearly 
described, although there is no 
adequate map of the area as a 
whole. Also it is difficult to 
get a true picture of the merits 
of individual routes and crags 
from the text. As far as Mal ham 
and Gordale are concerned this 
is unimportant, as their 
reputations are beyond dispute, 
but the authors of sections 
on some of the less well-known 
cliffs apply adjectives like 
'magnificent' and ·excellent' a 
little too readily. Don't be 
misled : if it's under 60 feet give 
it a miss unless you live in the 
area. 

The big exception to this is 
Kilnsey Crag, which is grossly 
underwritten. It is ridiculous 
that a superb line like Deidre at 
Kilnsey, the quality of which 
can be judged from the cover 
photograph of the book, should 
be described in a matter-of-fact 
way, whilst 50 foot routes at 
Attermire, that would barely 
warrant description at Kilnsey, 
are~rmed'magnfficent' . 

A controversial feature of the 
guide is the absence of an 
·extreme· grade. Rumour has it 
that the hardest routes in fact 
deserve this grading, but " no-one 
was prepared to stick his neck 
out". Another opinion is that 
high-grade limestone climbing 
lacks the exacting technical 
variety which increasingly 
characterizes the top grade. On 
this question I am not competent 
to judge, but the Hard V.S. 
grade certainly covers a wide 
range of standards in Yorkshire -
as it does everywhere else. 

Many fine artificial rout"es are 
included, and it is pleasing to 
find their descriptions quite 
naturally intermixed with those 
of free routes. They are 
presented without the moral 
judgements, dire warnings and 
general hysteria that sometimes 
accompany the presence of 
pegs on a cliff. Climbers are 
left to work out their own 
approach to the crags without 
being subjected to those stern 
lectures ("simply downgrading 
the climb to their own standard") 
in which some school-masterish 
guide book writers tend to 
indulge. In fact a very mature 
approach to pegging is revealed 
in this guide. Artificial routes 
are judged on their merits as 
rock climbs. 

To summarize, this is an 
important, indeed vital, guide 
book, but it is unimaginatively 
presented. It falls into the trap 

of equating the steep, impressive, 
but rather boring climbing with 
which Yorkshire limestone 
abounds, with real quality. A 
lighter sprinkling of praise, 
or perhaps a re-allocation of 
adjectives, would have greatly 
strengthened this book. 

Dave Cook 

The Book of Modern 
Mountaineering 
Edited by Malcolm Milne 
Arthur Barker, price 63/
The last quarter century has 
been chosen by Malcolm Milne 
as the period for his book. 
This is not without reason, for 
it was only during this time that 
the efforts of those relentless 
harvesters, the plum-pickers of 
the past, were fully felt. Their 
mountains are ours now, and our 
inheritance is heavily scarred 
by their labour. 

The young men of the fifties, 
driven by the scarcity of 
unsolved problems that would 
yield in the traditional manner, 
applied new techniques, invented 
new problems, and bent the 
rules to suit. In this book, some 
of these men, together with 
their technical advisers, write of 
their exploits. The result is a 
collection of essays on a diversity 
of subjects: mountains, the 
men who are part of them, and 
a little of the philosophy that 
brings the two together. 

I found pleasure in this work, 
particularly in views such as 
those expressed in Parting of the 
Ways , which contemplates 
modern artificial techniques and 
the way they point for the 
future. No doubt the writers' 
briefs were for short but 
comprehensive reviews of their 
subjects. In consequence, the 
articles are packed with fact, 
but lack personality and feeling. 
Admittedly this must be difficult 
to avoid when writing under 
such a directive. Perhaps a little 
more about a little less would 
have been the answer, with a 
page or two of pertinant fact 
inserted amongst the 
photographs. 

The photographs are brilliant, 
capturing the modern line 
magnificently: Yosemite, Hoy, 
Trolltind and the greater ranges. 
However, they surely deserved 
better treatment than they 
received. Fuzzy and blurred, 
they do the editor and the 
photographers a diservice. 
I would have enjoyed this 
exciting book so much more, if 
I could clearly have seen all that 
the illustrations had to show. 

Nevertheless, I hope that the 
young men of today, who would 
have us believe that modern 
mountaineering consists of what 
is going on now, and not of 
what went on last season , will 
take time off from their 
'happenings' and enjoy, as I did, 
this record of the recent past. 

Brian Fuller 

'A Woman's Reach -
Mountainering Memoirs' 
by Nea Morin 
Eyre & Spottiswood, 
price 50/ -
Nea Morin has always shown 
herself to be a very warm 
person , with a fine sense of 
humour and a great gift for 
climbing . She not only rejoiced 
in her own expertise and that 
of her female friends, but also 
delighted in the skills of other 
mountaineers. Her admiration 
extended beyond her immediate 
climbing companions to her 
other contemporaries, and indeed 
to her successors, with their 
different attitudes and highly 
developed techniques. 

From her book it is apparent that 
good climbing, and the ability 
to lead very difficult rock climbs, 
were both important to her. 
Being physically fit and mentally 
alert, being able to apply her 
initiative and to exert her sound 
judgement when embarked on 
a climb, also mattered a great 
deal. Despite her own skill and 
notable successes, however, 
she is still able to admit that the 
effort involved was tremendous, 
and that there were failures. 

The initial part of the book deals 
with her early experiences in 
the Alps, her meeting with her 
husband, her involvement with 
the G.H .M ., and the important 
role that this group played in the 
advancement of Alpinism in 
the 1930's. 

I found these memoirs the most 
compelling . The scene is well 
defined. It is refreshing and 
exciting to read of the exploits 
of these accomplished and gay 
pioneers who were able to go 
out regularly into the vastnesses 
of the Mont Blanc massif and 
put up new routes. Although 
not necessarily 'Grand Courses·, 
these were nevertheless enjoyed 
because they were unknown 
and challenging. 

Not so compelling are the 
sections describing climbs done 
in Wales, Scotland and Cornwall , 
although they do contain 
interesting historic details. A 
little too much emphasis is 



placed on the importance of the 
·cordee feminine·. Appendix 2, 
on Notable Feminine Ascents, 
is also too incomplete to be 
worthwhile. 

The closing chapter is a long 
account of the expedition to 
Arna Dablam. Displayed in full 
is the long tedious march, 
which was a feat of endurance 
because of a damaged knee ; 
the frustrations caused by 
waiting for good weather ; the 
difficulties involved in establishing 
camps and fixed ropes ; and the 
agony of suspected tragedy 
which was eventually confirmed . 
Although it follows the general 
pattern of Himalayan recording , 
I was not bored, for it portrays 
the many varied emotions 
involved in climbing , and 
culminates with the inevitable 
'"Why?"'. The question is 
answered simply and succintly 
with the quotation from which 
the title is adapted. 

Jo Fuller 

Clogwyn Du'r Arddu 
by H. I. Banner and P. Crew 
Climbers' Club. 2nd Edition 
1967, Price 15/-
A guide-book to a magnificent 
cliff has a built-in advantage : 
the excellence of the subject is 
likely to make the reader less 
critical of the text. The 
reviewer's task is thus all the 
more difficult. 

Yet a great cliff deserves a great 
guide. The first edition of the 
Climbers' Club Guide, published 
in 1963, ended a romantic era 
when route descriptions were 
carried on fag packets, transcribed 
from jealously-guarded note
books, or simply extracted from 
the ramblings of 'the great' in 
the Llanberis or Derbyshire pubs. 
That Guide did justice to its 
subject and became a model 
which could never be simulated 
for lesser cliffs. 

It was rapidly outdated, as is 
shown by a glance at the first 
ascent list of the 1967 edition . 
The latter is no mere rehash , 
however, for it incorporates much 
new material. The historical 
section now includes lively 
reminiscences from early club 
journals. How gratifying it is to 
read that Morley Wood smiles 
'"a wicked smile '" when passing 
up the cheating chockstones 
on the first ascent of Piggott's. 
It is also pleasing to find 
Birtwhistle's ascent of the 
Drainpipe Crack of Vember 
mentioned. Kirkus's account of 
the Forty Foot Corner on Great 

Slab reveals much about the 
game of climbing exploration . 
""The Corner was literally a 
twenty-foot wall of vertical grass. 
I made a mad dash at it. I had 
to climb more quickly than the 
grass fell down '". 

Menlove Edward"s strictures 
against the use of pitons are 
omitted; instead Harding is 
praised for his modernism. This 
seems only consistent in an age 
when bolts sprout upon those 
implacable grey walls. 

Technical detail is carefully 
revised . A few horrors should 
be avoided by the upgrading of 
Terrace Crack to Very Severe ; 
The Shadow, and Moseley's 
Variation to East Gully Wall , have 
also been upgraded. The 
occasional downgrading too 
seems sensible. Equally useful 
are one or two alterations in old 
descriptions, like the omission 
of the precise number of pitons 
to be used on Slanting Slab 
start, which has become very 
dangerous if done in the original 
manner, and the mention of the 
loss of the Naddyn Ddu flake. 

There are plenty of new climbs, 
some of which have rapidly lost 
their aura of impossibil ity. Others, 
such as Mynedd and Spartacus, 
retain an air of mystery. 

The overall presentation of the 
guide has been revised. The 

Carpet Slab. downgraded in the new Cloggy guide. Photo John Cleare. 

type is slightly larger, a good 
thing on a dark cliff. The 
diagrams are generally the same 
as in the first edition, with some 
newer climbs marked in . It is a 
pity that new climbs on the west 
side of the West Buttress were 
not included in the diagram, 
though this might have led to 
overcrowding . The new Far East 
Buttress diagram is excellent. 

A few carping points arise. It 
seems surprising to find the 
entry into Ghecko Groove still 
described by the sling method 
when the groove itself has long 
been climbed free. There is a 
smack of Welsh insularity in the 
claim that the Great Wall is 
··surely the most impressive 
sweep of rock in the country'" , 
while one wonders if a two
pitch description of the climb 
would not be more apt now that 
it is common practice to split it. 

But this is of minor importance. 
Overall this is a great guide to a 
fabulous cliff . Any rock climber 
in Britain should take pleasure 
in the contemplation of both. 

Paul Nunn 

Ascent-Sierra Club 
Mountaineering Journal 1968 
Edited by Allen Steck, Price $2 ,50 
The second edition of this annual 
journal continues to sparkle. It 
particularly retains its saw-edge 
of realism - a realism which 
omits little of the pleasure and 
the pain inherent in the climber's 
condition . Too often is the latter 
manfully ignored in British 
literature, sometimes to the point 
of absurdity! 

A reprint of Robin Smith's 
The Bat and the Wicked is 
characteristic. It has never 
seemed more in place, and its 
strength of style finds whimsical 
echoes in many other articles in 
the Journal, doubtless without 
consciousness or even knowledge. 

Amongst the excellent climbing 
accounts, the savagely humorous 
parody of mountain accident 
articles, and the stirring photo
graphs of distant ranges, there 
is one hint of revulsion . In 
Behold Behemoth, creeping 
bureaucracy is flayed , despite its 
seeming necessity, by a resigned 
park warden . When our 
resources are increasingly 
pressurized, this cannot but 
bring a chill to the spine. The 
photographs of a sea cliff at 
Anglesey and some British 
climbers deep in thought only 
serve to bolster this nagging 
worry. 

Paul Nunn 
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Information - continued from page 9 

New Alpine Routes 
News of further Alpine 
first ascents arrived as we 
went to press. The most 
important in the Western 
Alps are: Grand Capucin, 
a 650m direct route on the 
east face by the Italians 
Mauri, Anghileri, Cariboni, 
Ferrari, and Negri. The 
Poles put up a new 

Allesandro Gogna, the Italian 
who was involved in the first 
winter ascent of the N.E. 
face of Piz Badile. 

Apollo Club Statement 
"The Apollo Mountaineering 
Club wish to make it known 
that Mr. K. McCallum is 
no longer a member of 

route on Pointe Young on 
the Grandes Jorasses. 

the said 'Club' and that 
any private climbing 

One important British guides produced by him or 
new routes bearing his 
name are entirely his own 
responsibility." 

ascent was in Norway. 
Pete Holden and another 
made a fast ascent of the 
Amatt, Howard, Tweedale 
route on the Trolltind Wall. 

The Walker Spur has received 
its first solo ascent. The 
climber concerned was 

THE WAY TO THE TOP IS EASIER 
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AFTER A 
VISIT TO ~ 
rnrnuuJfilWWCINIRI 
BRYANT'S 

COLSTON STREET, BRISTOL 1. TEL. 23188 

Mountaineers, climbers and fell walkers 
find all they need at Bryants, where 
everything is under one vast roof. 
Expert advice for beginners and ex
perienced climbers ensures long-term 
climbing enjoyment. 

The West Country specialists in equipment for 
CLIMBING, WINTER SPORTS, CAVING, CAMPING ANO SAILING 

PROOFED MATERIALS 
Eight types. Any lengths supplied . Quick delivery. Suitable 
for all outdoor protective clothing, bivi-bags, duvets, covers, 
flysheets etc. S.A.E. for details and sample. 

PENNINE BOATS 
HARD KNOTT : HOLMBRIDGE : HUDDERSFIELD 

CAMPING AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 

TEBBUTT'S 
91-92, Walsall Street, Wednesbury, Staffs. 

(Telephone - Wednesbury 0802) 

Late Night - Fridays 8 p.m. 

VERY WIDE RANGE PLUS EXPERIENCED ADVICE 

ACCOMMODATION DIRECTORY 
SNOWDON, LLANBERIS PASS. Ideal for walking, climbing. Bath, good 

food . Open all year. £9 per week full board-Smith, Nani Peris, 
Caernarvon. Tel. Llanberis 306. 

LLUGWY GUEST HOUSE, CAPEL CURIG. Climbers welcome. H. and C. 
every room. Bath. Spring interior beds. Moderate terms include breakfast 
and evening meal.-Mr. and Mrs. Taylor. Tel. Capel Curig 218. 

BRYN POETH, CAPEL CURIG, CAERNS. (below Tryfan) . Full board 
and comfortable accomodation. Excellent centre for walks and climbs 
from the Ogwen Valley.-Mr. E. D. Stevens. 

THE HIMALAYAS 
By David Mordecai 

Limited supplies of this new book listing all main peaks in 
the range including heights, positions and details of first 
ascents. Copiously illustrated. 25/- (plus 1 / 6 p. & p.) 

Only obtainable from . Roger A. Redfern 
OLD BRAMPTON, CHESTERFIELD 

STO 2945 FOR 

TOP QUALITY .... 

CAMPING AND .... 

CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 

STO 2945 
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YOUR FIRST MOUNTAIN ... 
. . . A TRIP TO HARRISON$ 
A NEW NORTH WALL? 

(Technical Advisor CHRIS BONINGTON) 

FOR ALL THAT IS NEW IN MOUNTAIN 
EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

NEW FROM HELLY HANSEN 

NYFIL CAGOULES SMOCKS TROUSERS 

WATERPROOF HARDWEARING LIGHTWEIGHT 

Available from 

PINDISPORTS MOUNTAIN SHOP 14 HOLBORN, LONDON E.C.1. 
Climbing Departments at: 

373 Uxbridge Road. Acton, W.3. 
34 South End, Croydon CRO 1 DP 

" 

Graham Tiso tested the 
advanced design features 
of the new Joe Brown 
Extendable Sac in the 
Stauning's Alps in Greenland 
last summer. 
The sac proved to be 
excel lent and its many new 
features are important 
and effective improvements 
on conventional sac 
design. 

The prices are: 
Sac £7 19s 6d 
Pockets £1 4s 9d 
Karrimat £ Os 9d 
postage 4s 6d 

GRAHAM TISO, 
44 RODNEY STREET, 
EDINBURGH. Tel. 031.556.1723 
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MOAC 
PRODUCTS 

SAFETY HARNESS B.St. 

.,,,,,,,, 
__,.,/ 

8,000 lbs. 

ETRI ER PACK OF 3 STEPS 

ALLOY CHOCKSTONE 

NYLON SNOW GAITERS 

BELAY GLOVES 

MOUNTAINEERS' 
FIRST AID PACK 

Available at all leading stockists. 

63 Lancaster Avenue, 

Manchester 4 

A new climbing helmet, lined 
with a unique shock absorbing 
foam. Designed and handmade 
by Joe himself. Price 69/- plus 
postage 3/- . Obtainable from: 

The Joe Brown Shop, Menai 
Hall, Llanberis, Caernarvonshire 

Tel: 329. 

lb 
BRADFORD 

IS 
Where you will find P&S OUTDOOR SHOP 

Specialists in all mountaineering equipment. 

Sole distributors of the P&S SPECIAL mountain 
tent at £14.12.6 plus 9/ 6 postage, th is tent offers the 
finest value for money obtainable. 

The new MARK II has been chosen for use on four 
major expeditions last year. The British Andean 
Expedition and The Manchester Hindu Kush Expedition 
included. The price includes S/1 /G Sheet and down 
to earth Flysheet, total weight 15½ lb. approx. 

A good selection of boots are always in stock 
e.g. Dolomite, LA. Sportiva, Scarpa, E.B. Masters and 
the " EIGER DARBELLAY" a very good French boot. 

STOCKISTS OF "TROLL" AND "CLOG" PRODUCTS, 
HARNESS AND TAPES, ETC. 

P&S OUTDOOR SHOP 
4 & 6 ALLERTON ROAD, 

FOUR LANE ENDS, BRADFORD, YORKS. 
Telephone 47108 

Also at 71A GODWIN STREET, BRADFORD 
Telephone 21998 

and at P&S Camping Centre, 
OLD MILL LANE, BARNSLEY. Tel. 5838 



INSTRUCTORS REQUIRED 
To assist in the running of Y.H.A./M.A. 
mountaincraft courses during the spring and 
summer (minimum period of servicetwo weeks). 
Qualifications: detailed knowledge of either 
Snowdonia, the lake District or Skye; four 
seasons climbing experience, basic first aid 
certificate and some tutorial experience in a 
recognized club; above all a real desire to impart 
knowledge and to further the sport of climbing. 
Instructors will be asked to attend an assess
ment course. Apply for application form and 
further details to: 
Peter Hall, Y.H.A., St. Albans, Herts. 

ARE YOU A TIME EXPIRED CLIMBER? 

OR JUST WANT TO BE MOBILE IN THE MOUNTAINS 

Learn to ski with Scotland's top instructors -
Newest equipment - modern methods - special 
rates for parties, free for leaders. 

Brochure and accommodation list. 

SKI MOGEL, CAIRNGORM 69 
P.O. Box 8, 
Aviemore, 
lnvernesshire. 

MOUNTAIN HOLIDAYS 
in 

Andorra 
Austria 
Czechoslovakia 
France 
Greece 
Italy 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Yugoslavia 

Good walking and mountaineering, good company 
and good food. Air travel and competent planning. 

Write for programme: 

RAMBLER'S ASSOCIATION 
SERVICES LTD. 

124(M) Finchley Road, London, N.W.3. 
Telephone: 01-794 5611 

Member of the Association of British Travel Agents 

INTRODUCING~ 

POINT 
FIVJJ 

the duvet of the seventies, designed and 
manufactured by Bantons of Nottingham, 

breaking new frontiers in warmth and durability. 
Available at leading climbing shops everywhere. 
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Snow, 
man, snow! 

Ice climbing or ski mountaineering? YHA Sales have the 
hardware, skis and accessories. High altitude camping? We stock mountain tents, 
sub zero sleeping bags, down-filled duvets, wool socks and mitts. Call if you can, or 
send for our illustrated catalogue Equipment for Climbers and Cavers and order by post. 

Nearest underground stations: Strand and 
Charing Cross. ·----------------
SHOP HOURS : 

Mondays 9.30 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Tuesdays-Fridays 9.30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturdays 9.30 a.m. - 12 noon 
Closed Bank Holidays and nearest Saturdays 

YHA SALES, 29 JOHN ADAM STREET, 
LONDON W.C.2 

• I 
I 
I 
I 
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MILLARMITT 
"RAINSTORM PROOF" 

As supplied to: 

THE BRITISH CERRO TORRE 
EXPEDITION 

RIMMON TROLLTIND 
EXPEDITION 

BRITISH ANDEAN 
EXPEDITION 

21 /- pair, post paid 
SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE 

Hand made. Half-finger climber's mitt. 
Silicone treated wool back, slip-resisting 
palm. Hardwearing. 

An essential to rock-climbing 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL BRANCHES OF:-

BLACl<'S 
OF GREENOCK 

TO YHA SALES, 29 JOHN ADAM STREET, LONDON W.C.2 
Please send Equipment for Climbers and Cavers. (I enclose 6d. for postage, etc.) 

For information about youth hostelling, tick here D 

Name 

Address ____________ _ 

MN 691 -----------------

OUTDOOR PURSUIT 
COURSES 

AT 

Bowles Outdoor Pursuits Centre. 

Include or specalise in:-

CLIMBING, SKIING, RIDING, 

LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING, 

MAP & COMPASS INSTRUCTION 

& FORESTRY. 

5 Day Residential Courses 
from £8 15 0 

WEEKEND & SPECIAL 
COURSES 

Stamped Addressed Envelope To:

THE SECRETARY 
BOWLES OUTDOOR PURSUITS CENTRE 
ERIDGE, Nr. TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT. 
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that goes on all the expeditions 
The current British Antarctic Survey, the recent 
British Trans-Arctic Expeditions, the 1953 success
ful ascent ot Everest ... these and many other 
expeditions in the Himalayas, Andes and Antarc
tica, have been equipped with the big bags ... the 

,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,'",.,,.,,,,,.,., finest in the world ... the Fai~y down sleeping 
bags. 

Sir Edmund Hillary wrote: 
"You'll be pleased to know both 
Tensing and I used your bags in 
Camp 9.,. as a matter of interest, 
Tensing gave me the unsolicited 
testimonial that his N.Z. bags 
were the best he had ever used. 
I don't think there's much doubt 
that your bags are the best that 
can be obtained anywhere in the 
world." 

down sleeping bags 
the lightest and warmest yet made f 

U.K. STOCKISTS: 
Aberdeen F. Diack & Son 
Ambleside Frank Davis 
Birm'gham Frank Davis 
Capel CurigBrennands 
Edinburgh Graham Tiso 
Glasgow Greaves 
Keswick George Fisher 
Leeds 1 Yorkshire Camping 

Shops Ltd. 

Liverpool Ellis Brigham 
Llanberis Joe Brown 
London Youth Hostel Assn. 
Pindisports and all branches 

of Pindisports 
Manchester Ellis Brigham 
Newcastle-on-Tyne 

L.D. Mountain Centre 
Nottingham Roger Turner 
Sheffield Bryan G. Stokes 

Internationally renowned products of ARTHUR ELLIS & CO. LTD. 

HEAD OFFICE: Private Bag,Dunedin.New Zealand 
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HIGH ON 
BRANT 
DIRECT. .. 

the vital link is 
VIKING 

The bigger the challenge 
the safer you are with 
VIKING Nylon Ropes. 

Mountain-proved, 
laboratory-tested, VIKING 
ropes are made by the largest 
and most experienced 
ropemakers in the World. 

For the rough and the 
smooth, VIKING is your 
closest ally. 

VIKING 
Nylon Climbing Ropes 

made by British Ropes Limited 



Getaway Equipped by Ellis Brigham 
We are one of the original 
mountaineering specialists in this 
country, and have supplied all 
types of climbing equipment and 
accessories for over forty years. 
We are still a family business, and 
our aim is and always has been to 
sell only the best gear. Each item 
of stock is carefully picked as 
being the best workmanship and 
value for money in its own par
ticular sphere. Our equipment is 

the most up-to-date possible, 
coming from all parts of Britain 
and the Continent. Our only 
interest is to give satisfaction and 
undivided personal attention, as 
only a family business can. 

POSTAL DEPARTMENT 

Our extended despatch depart
ment at 18 Cathedral Street, 
adjacent to our Manchester shop, 

works independently from the 
showrooms and has priority on 
any clothing or equipment both 
at Manchester and Liverpool, thus 
ensuring absolute satisfaction to 
our mail order clients. 

Our up to date 1968 60 page fully 
illustrated catalogue is now 
ready. Write or call for a copy 
today. It is a guide to better 
enjoyment in the mountains. 

BOX 25, CATHEDRAL ST., MANCHESTER, 4 
Telephone Blackfriars 0161 

ELLIS BRIGHAM and at 

73 BOLD ST., LIVERPOOL, 1 
Telephone Royal 6912 

Printed by Sawtells of Sherborne Limited. Dorset and publ ished by M ountain M agazines Ltd., 102A Westbourne Grove, London, W.2. 



Fisher 
BORROWDALE ROAD 
KESWICK 

MATERIALS . . .. 
Outer covering cloth is 2oz. Nylon with special fused 
finish with Mystolene proofing for extra strength and 
weather resisting properties. It is completely downproof 
but will still breathe. Available in Green, Red and Blue. 
Filling is the finest quality all new White Goose Down, 
14oz. being used. 

POI NT FIVE (BANTON & CO.) 

DUVET 

Price £19 1 5 6 

Hood£ 3 6 6 

Duvet Specials 
'Point Five' Duvet £19 15 6 

(BANTON & CO.) 

Hood For Same £3- 6- 6d. 
CONSTRUCTION ... 
Made on the two garment principle to eliminate draught 
spots. It is fitted with a two position fastening system 
using velcro and press studs. It is elasticated round cuffs 
and thighs and has a draw cord at waist and crutch 
strap to ensure a snug fit . Two side pockets with velcro 

• fastenings and one inside breast pocket are standard. 
The hood, which is an optional extra, is attached by press 
studs and velcro and also has a draw cord. 
Total weight: Duvet 2Ib. 4oz. Hood 6oz. · 
COLOURS: RED, GREEN, BLUE. Postage 3/6d. 

POINT FIVE 
PIED D'ELEPHANT 
(to go with duvet). 

Price £11 11 0 
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